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The aim of this study is to develop an automatic classifier for shipment type 

classification from images. The Company is operating in the field of postal and 

logistics. The focus is in postal shipment types and in a machine sorting process. 

There are several different types of shipments such as different kinds of letters and 

magazines. The classifier is built to classify the shipments to seven classes based 

on images. These images are grayscale and taken by the sorting machine. The 

business driver of this study is to gather more precise information about the 

volumes, especially in case of consumer to consumer letters. 

 

To build the classifier, a technique of transfer learning is used. Three pretrained 

convolutional neural networks, VGG16, GoogLeNet and ResNet50 are used. The 

top layers of these models are removed, and all the other layers remain frozen. The 

pretrained models are used as feature extractors. On top of these models, a simple 

neural network classifier is utilized. The highest accuracy of 95.69% is obtained 

with VGG16 using the test set. Different classes are evaluated in terms of F1 score, 

precision and recall and based on the results, there is variability among the 

performance of the different classes. These results indicate that the classifier is 

performing well and for the future these results are definitely useful. 
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Tämän tutkielman tavoitteena on kehittää automaattinen luokittelumalli erilaisten 

lähetystyyppien luokitteluun kuvien perusteella. Yritys toimii postipalveluiden ja 

logistiikan alalla ja tämä työ keskittyy konelajiteltuihin postilähetyksiin. Erilaisia 

lähetystyyppejä on useita, esimerkkinä erilaiset kirjeet ja aikakauslehdet. 

Luokittelumalli on rakennettu luokittelemaan lähetykset seitsemään luokkaan 

lajittelukoneen ottamien kuvien perusteella. Yleisenä tavoitteena tässä työssä on 

kerätä nykyistä tarkempaa tietoa volyymeista, etenkin kuluttajien lähettämien 

kirjeiden osalta. 

 

Luokittelumallin rakentamisessa käytetään tekniikkaa nimeltä siirto-oppiminen. 

Työssä käytetään kolmea esikoulutettua konvoluutioneuroverkkoa, VGG16, 

GoogLeNet ja ResNet50. Päällimmäiset kerrokset näistä malleista on poistettu ja 

loput kerrokset on jäädytetty. Esikoulutettuja konvoluutioneuroverkkoja käytetään 

ominaisuuksien irrotukseen. Nämä ominaisuudet syötetään luokittelijaan, joka on 

yksinkertainen neuroverkko. Paras tarkkuus, 95,69%, saavutetaan VGG16 mallilla 

käyttäen testiaineistoa. Luokkien arviointiin käytetään F1 arvoa, täsmällisyyttä 

sekä tunnistuskykyä ja luokkien suoriutumisen välillä on tulosten perusteella 

vaihtelua. Tutkimustulosten perusteella voidaan sanoa, että luokittelija toimii 

hyvin ja tämän työn tulokset ovat hyödyllisiä tulevaisuudessa. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter is the introduction of the study called “Shipment type classification from images.” 

First, some background information is presented. The goal is to illustrate, why there is a need 

for this type of research. Next, objectives, research question and delimitations of the study are 

presented. At the end of the section, the structure of the paper is illustrated. 

 

The Company, in this thesis, is operating in the field of postal and logistics. The core business 

of the Company includes postal services, parcels and logistics. The topic of this thesis is 

delimited to postal services and to be even more precise, to a machine sorting process. Shipment 

types discussed in this study, are postal shipments. Examples of the postal shipment types are 

“Consumer letter”, “Corporate letter”, “Commercial shipment”, “Magazine” and “Shipment 

from abroad.” These can be called products as well. The overall goal of this thesis is to classify 

these postal shipment types based on images. Parcels are left out from this study since they are 

not postal shipments and have their own process.  

 

1.1 Machine sorting process 

 

Letters and other shipments arrive to the Company’s networks from many different sources. 

Examples of the sources are printing offices, companies and mailboxes. After shipments arrive 

to sorting locations, they are unpacked and moved to a sorting process. The aim of the sorting 

process is to divide the shipments based on destination locations. There are two main types of 

the sorting process: a manual sorting process and a machine sorting process. Sorting machines 

are capable of sorting many different types of shipments, such as letters, magazines and 

commercial shipments. The goal is that everything that a sorting machine is able to sort, goes 

through the machine sorting process. Sorting machines sort shipments faster as they would be 

sorted manually. Some shipments are not standard size or weight and they require manual 

sorting.  
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Figure 1. The machine sorting process from data gathering perspective 

 

The machine sorting process from data gathering perspective is described in figure 1. There are 

few different types of sorting machines, but overall the process is similar. First a shipment 

arrives to a sorting machine. The machine creates a unique ID for each shipment. The shipment 

can go through the machine multiple times depending on a level of sorting. First, sorting is done 

on a higher level and then on a more precise level. This is the reason for using unique IDs. A 

picture is taken from each shipment, and both the image and the ID are saved to the local hard 

drive of the sorting machine. This information can be used in the sorting process if necessary. 

After the sorting, images and related IDs are saved to the separate image bank. Basic 

information of the shipment (containing the ID, but not the image) are transferred to the 

Company’s reporting environment. The ID and basic information are created for every 

shipment and thus the total number of shipments is known. However, the type of the shipment 

is not known. 

 

1.2 Sample study process 

 

The challenge in the Company is that the sorting machine doesn’t recognise the types of each 

shipment. Thus, the volume of each shipment type gone through the sorting machine is not 

specifically known. For many shipment types, the overall volume is already known before 

shipments even arrive to the Company’s network. This is because in many cases, large sending 

A shipment arrives to 
sorting machine

Unique ID is created 
for the shipment

A picture is taken of 
the shipment

The image and the ID 
are saved to sorting 
machine's hard drive

The image and the ID 
are saved to the 

separate image bank 
and the ID is moved 

to the reporting 
environment

The reporting 
environment contains 

the ID of every 
shipment. Thus the 

total number of 
shipment is known
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customers make preannouncements about future shipments. Examples of such shipment types 

are corporate letters, commercial shipments and magazines. Some shipment types are also 

trackable – at least on some level. At the moment of writing this study, there is a development 

project going on in the Company related to the tracking of the shipments. However, the project 

doesn’t solve the challenge in consumer to consumer letters. Consumer letter volume is the 

toughest one to identify precisely since there are no preannouncement related to this shipment 

type. Nevertheless, it would still be useful information and there are many known use cases 

already. 

 

Despite the challenge of recognising shipment types, it is still essential to understand their 

volumes. There is a process called sample study which focuses on gathering information about 

the division of different shipment types in sorting machines. There are different types of sorting 

machines in different sorting locations and in each location, the division of the shipment types 

is different. With the shipment type division information, it is possible to calculate volumes. 

The sample study process is especially important in consumer letter case since it is a way to 

measure the consumer letter volume. This is not the only use case of the sample study process, 

there are many other smaller benefits on knowing the division of shipment types in different 

sorting machines and sorting locations, which are related, for instance, to seasonal products. 

 
Figure 2. The sample study process 

 

A query fetches 
sample IDs and these 

IDs and base 
information are 

moved to MasterData
service 

Number of samples is 
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Results of the sample 
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to the reporting 
environment

The results are used, 
for example to 

calculate volumes of 
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The sample study process is described in figure 2. It is implemented using images of letters 

which are taken by the sorting machine. First, a query fetches a sample of IDs from the reporting 

environment with a certain logic. Samples are taken from different sorting machines and from 

different locations. The ID and the related base information are transferred to the MasterData 

service. MasterData service is a specific database, which allows users to feed new information 

using a certain Excel plugin. The sample size is approximately 600 per workday. Employees 

are labelling 600 shipments per workday and samples are taken from each day of the week. 

Employees fill in the labels of each shipment ID, based on the image. There is a link to the 

image in the MasterData service. Results are transferred back to the reporting environment. The 

total number of the shipments in the sorting machine is already known. The sample study results 

have different use cases, for instance, they are used for calculating the consumer letter volumes. 

The volumes are calculated on a monthly level. The outcome of this use case is the consumer 

letter volume with confidence intervals. The level of confidence depends on the size of the 

sample study and the chosen confidence level. 

 

1.3 Challenges of the current situation and business benefits 

 

The sample study process is used for the calculation of the consumer letter volumes. This is the 

most important use case and the key business driver of this study, but it is essential to remember 

that there are other use cases as well. The process itself and the use case to calculate consumer 

letter volumes have some challenges. These are presented next.  

 

Confidence intervals depend on the sample size and the chosen confidence level. The sample 

size is limited to 600 per workday and as mentioned on section 1.2, it is divided over different 

sorting machines and locations. The sample size is not large enough to calculate the volume on 

a weekly or a daily level hence the volumes are calculated on a monthly level. The monthly 

level has been chosen, because in that level sample size is large enough for decision making. 

For decision making purposes the lower the confidence intervals are on a monthly level, the 

better. Holidays and sick leaves affect to the sample size and hence to the confidence interval.  

 

The limited sample size is the main reason why the volumes are currently calculated on a 

monthly level. In some cases, it is enough, but for other purposes it would be essential to know 
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the volumes on a weekly level. For instance, in long term investment planning monthly level 

of the volumes is enough, but for measuring marketing effectivity, weekly level would be 

preferred. Currently the sample size is not large enough for producing accurate results on a 

weekly level. 

 

One of the challenges is related to the timing of the results. The sample study is always made 

from last week’s shipments. Fetching images is done from all shipments of the whole week. 

The reason for that is to make sure that samples taken from the whole volume are random and 

independent. This means that the results from the previous week are available earliest at next 

Friday evening. Because of the current monthly level calculations, the accurate results for the 

previous month are available next Friday at the earliest, after the month has ended. Naturally, 

the results are examined through the month, but accurate results are ready after every sample 

of that month have been labelled.  

 

Considering the challenges presented, increasing the sample size is an obvious solution. This 

would be beneficial in terms of calculating the volumes on more precise level. However, 

labelling images is a time consuming task and a significant addition to the sample size using 

the same process, would require investments such as adding workhours. As pointed out, the 

sample size is not the only obstacle. The timing of the results is one challenge and to solve it, 

changes in the fetching logic are needed. Nevertheless, the challenge is the time frame of the 

image labelling process. As mentioned earlier, the labelling is done only during the workdays 

and other obstacle is that holidays and sick leaves decrease the number of samples labelled. 

These are the reasons why there is a need for a study to search for possibilities to automate the 

sample study process.  

 

One of the goals is to produce more precise information on volumes more rapidly. In a wider 

sense, the goal is to support and increase the leading with knowledge. There are many business 

benefits that these data quality additions would generate. The most important ones are presented 

next. 

 

Marketing effectivity: One important benefit would be measuring the effectivity of marketing 

activities. Changes in volumes in short term would indicate that a marketing campaign has been 
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efficient. In a current situation, volumes are calculated on a monthly level hence these short 

term changes are not visible as well as the need would be. 

 

Investment planning: In the long term, the trend of the volume is particularly important 

information. The knowledge on volumes guides the overall investment planning. For instance, 

how long it is possible to operate using current facilities. If the volumes are known 

geographically, it is easier to make decisions about facilities and machinery locations. 

 

Product pricing: The pricing decisions are based on the overall volumes and the volumes of 

the certain product. The more accurate the volumes are, the more accurate and timely the pricing 

decisions are. E.g. if the volumes decrease 10 percent, what is the price of the product to cover 

the fixed costs? 

 

1.4 Objectives and research questions 

 

There are two main objectives in this study, and they are closely related to the business 

challenges. The objectives are described as follows: 

 

• To build a classifier to recognise different shipment types from images taken by the 

sorting machine 

• To automate the volume information gathering 

 

The objectives are overlapping, but they illustrate two different sides of the same coin; in broad 

sense a classification process is not necessarily automatic. The objective is to classify the 

shipment types, and to respond even better to the business needs, the process should be 

automatic. From the objectives the research questions are formalized as follows: 

 

• “Based on previous findings in the literature, what kind of classification model is 

suitable to classify the type of shipment from images?” 

• “How the selected models perform on classifying the shipment types from images?” 
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The first research question contains the research phase and the model building phase. It is 

essential to search from the literature, what kind of solution have been used in same kind of 

problems. It contains also the whole preprocessing phase which is needed for the classification. 

The actual model building is part of the first research question. The second research question 

contains the validation and evaluation of the selected models. 

 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

 

This thesis contains 7 chapters, including the first one – the introduction chapter. The 

introduction chapter focuses on the motivation behind this study. Company’s current situation 

is described, and it is illustrated, why to conduct such a study. Naturally, it is discussed how 

this study is useful for the Company. At the end of the first chapter, the objectives and the 

research questions are presented. 

 

The second chapter contains the literature review. It describes how convolutional neural 

networks and transfer learning have been used in different fields. Many different use cases are 

presented – the focus is in image classification. Because pretrained convolutional neural 

networks are utilized in this study, use cases of these are widely represented. The goal of the 

chapter is to search solutions, which could be applied in this thesis. 

 

The third and the fourth chapter are part of the scientific background on selected classification 

methods. In the third chapter, classification and neural networks are introduced and explained. 

First, there is common information about classification, but the focus is quickly changed to 

neural networks and their background. Different activation functions are described. The batch 

normalization layer as well as the used optimization technique and the loss function are 

presented. At the end of the third chapter, concepts of regularization and overfitting are 

described. Convolutional neural networks and related layers such as a pooling are explained 

thoroughly in the fourth chapter. Chapter continues with the pretrained convolutional neural 

networks. The ImageNet database is introduced and three used pretrained models are presented. 

At the end of the chapter, a concept of transfer learning is described. 
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The results of the study are presented in chapter five. It starts with the used metrics and training 

techniques. Next, the used dataset is presented thoroughly. After that, the transfer learning 

strategy used in this thesis and the preprocessing phases of the project are described. The results 

are presented, and their performance is compared among each other. Finally, the best 

performing model is tested with a separate test set and these results are then illustrated at the 

end of this chapter. 

 

The sixth chapter contains the discussion of the results. Finally, the seventh chapter sums 

everything up and the future work is described. Figures and tables are used to simplify and 

illustrate complex concepts. The structure of the thesis is designed in a way that it is easy to 

follow and everything is tied together in chapters five to seven in which results, discussion and 

conclusion are presented.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

This chapter introduces what has been written about this topic in the literature. The focus is 

strongly on the recent literature of the subject. There are several applications where neural 

networks, and especially convolutional neural networks (CNN), are usable for. Even clickbait 

headlines can be detected with convolutional neural networks, according to the article written 

by Hai-Tao et al. (2018, pp. 1-12). The main focus is on image classification since it is the 

subject of this study. The fields of application vary from heavy industry to medicine. Examples 

of application fields and subjects are presented in this chapter. 

 

The goal of the paper written by Pardamean et al. (2018, pp. 400-407) is to use transfer learning 

from the chest X-ray pretrained convolutional neural network to overcome a small size 

mammogram dataset problem and to develop a breast cancer detection system. CheXNet 

(Rajpurkar et al., 2017, pp. 1-7) is a convolutional neural network developed for X-ray image 

analysis and it has achieved a human level performance. It is built on top of the CheXNet dataset 

and it is a DenseNet (Huang et al., 2016, pp. 1-9) model containing 121 layers. In the paper, a 

dataset called DDSM with small modifications is used. Different number of dense blocks and 

different number of layers in dense blocks are tested. All except the last dense block remain 

frozen. Best performing configuration is to use only the first two dense blocks from the original 

CheXNet model. The used loss function is categorical cross-entropy and the optimizer used is 

Adaptive moment estimation (Adam). The best model obtained 90.38% accuracy. (Pardamean 

et al., 2018, pp. 400-407) 

 

Sun and Qian (2016, pp. 1-19) aimed to classify Chinese herbal medicines from images using 

a convolutional neural network. There are 5523 images and 96 different classes in their dataset. 

The authors constructed the dataset for public use. The pretrained convolutional neural network 

VGG16 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014, pp. 1-14) is used. The first convolutional block of 

VGG16 is kept frozen, the other layers are trained. A different learning rate is used for the 

convolutional blocks and the fully connected layers. The average recognition precision is 71% 

which the authors state to be quite promising, since Chinese herbal medicine recognition is a 

complex task. (Sun & Qian, 2016, pp. 1-19) 
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To continue in the field of medicine, Reddy and Juliet (2019, pp. 945-949) focus in their article 

to use transfer learning to improve malaria diagnostics accuracy. The aim is to classify malarial 

infected cells. The dataset used in this article contains infected and uninfected cell images. The 

pretrained convolutional neural network ResNet50 (He et al., 2016, pp. 1-12) is used. The top 

layers of ResNet50 are not frozen, but the rest of them are. The stochastic gradient descent 

optimizer and the categorical cross-entropy loss function are used in the training. The validation 

accuracy obtained is 95.4%. (Reddy & Juliet, 2019, pp. 945-949) 

 

Chmielinska’s and Jakubowski’s article (2018, pp. 869-874) aims to develop a detector for 

driver fatigue symptoms based on facial images. The driver fatigue is one of the main causes 

of car accidents. The pretrained convolutional neural network AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012, 

pp. 1097-1105) is used and the last fully connected layer is substituted to classify two classes. 

Each symptom of the fatigue is detected with a separated classifier. In each classifier, there are 

two classes; the occurrence of the symptom and the absence of it. The results indicate that it is 

possible to use transfer learning in detection of the driver fatigue symptoms. The best class 

obtained less than 2% level of error. (Chmielinska & Jakubowski, 2018, pp. 869-874) 

 

Abu Mallouh et al. (2019, pp. 41-51) show in their article that pretrained convolutional neural 

networks can be used for age range classification from facial images. The pretrained 

convolutional neural networks are used to extract facial features. After obtaining features from 

images, dimensionality reduction is performed for the features. Principal component analysis 

(PCA) is the technique used for dimensionality reduction. The features obtained from principal 

component analysis are used to train a deep neural network for the age range classification. In 

optimization, the stochastic gradient descent is used. Compared to the state of art solution, the 

proposed model outperformed it by 12%. According to the writers, the proposed idea is usable 

in other fields of classification as well – with relatively small databases. (Abu Mallouh et al., 

2019, pp. 41-51) 

 

Sert and Boyacı (2019, pp. 17096-17112) introduce a model for recognition of freehand 

sketches. Three pretrained convolutional neural networks are used for the feature extraction: 

AlexNet, VGG16 and GN-Triplet (Sangkloy et al., 2016, pp. 1-12). Several different kinds of 

solutions are tested in the study. Some solutions use the whole model (including fully connected 
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layers) for the feature extraction, but for instance VGG16’s last pooling layer is used as a last 

layer of feature extraction. On top of these CNN’s used as feature extractors, the authors used 

other methods such as principal component analysis. A support vector machine is used as a 

classifier. The model which achieved the best accuracy of 97.91% used a combination of 

AlexNet and GN-Triplet with PCA. (Sert & Boyacı, 2019, pp. 17095-17112) 

 

The goal of the article from Lagunas and Garces (2018, pp. 1-9) is to classify illustration and 

clip art data as well as real image data. The pretrained convolutional neural network VGG19 is 

not performing well with illustration images. The authors build two datasets with illustration 

images; Noisy dataset, which is larger and Curated dataset, which is smaller. Due to the fact 

that VGG19 is not performing well enough with the illustration images, two new models are 

proposed. In the first one, VGG19 is used for feature extraction and the top layers are replaced 

with a support vector machine. The feature extractor output is the second fully connected layer. 

The support vector machine is trained with the Curated dataset. In the second model, VGG19 

is trained with the Noisy dataset and the top layers are replaced with the support vector machine 

which is trained with the Curated dataset. Different learning rates are used for different parts of 

the VGG19. The second model performed the best; top-1 precision being 86.61% compared to 

the original VGG19 which obtained 26.50% on the illustrated images. (Lagunas & Garces, 

2018, pp. 1-9) 

 

The goal of the article written by Fu and Aldrich (2018, pp. 68-78) is to figure out whether a 

use of convolutional neural networks could be beneficial in terms of analysing a froth flotation 

process from images. Images of froth contain a lot of useful information about the process. 

There are already solutions available, but there is still unused potential in image analysis in this 

field. AlexNet is used in the study, and the convolutional part of it is frozen during the training. 

The convolutional part is used for feature extraction. It is said in the paper that the top layers 

are trained, but the last layer is replaced with a random forest model. Different feature extractors 

are tested with the random forest classifier. The approach that used AlexNet performed the best 

and outperformed the older solutions available. (Fu & Aldrich, 2018, pp. 68-78) 

 

The aim of the article from Shao et al. (2019, pp. 2446-2455) is to study whether convolutional 

neural networks could be used in machine fault diagnostic tasks. In current solutions, features 
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are selected manually; performance might decrease if the features are not suitable for the task 

available. The used data is sensor based, and it is transferred to grayscale images. VGG16 

pretrained convolutional neural network is used. The grayscale images are extended to have 

three image channels due to the fact that VGG16 is trained for RGB images. The authors use 

two approaches; fully trained VGG16 and VGG16 finetuned. In both approaches, the last fully 

connected layer is changed to fit the problem in the paper. In the finetuned version, the first 

three convolution blocks are kept frozen. Two of the last convolutional blocks and the fully 

connected layers are trained. The best performing model’s accuracy is almost 100% according 

to the paper. The finetuned VGG16 performed the best and converged fast. (Shao et al., 2019, 

pp. 2446-2455) 

 

The goal of the article from Ghazi et al. (2017, pp. 228-235) is to recognise species of plants 

using deep neural networks. Three different pretrained convolutional neural networks are used: 

AlexNet, GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2014, pp. 1-12) and VGG16. Two approaches are used 

for each model: fully training and finetuning. It is stated in the article that finetuning 

performance is related to the size of the network. VGG16 performed best in all categories except 

for one. VGG16 and GoogLeNet are conducted to the later experiments. In this part data 

augmentation is used. The best performing model is a combination of VGG16 and GoogLeNet. 

The combination is built up using a fusion technique. Best overall accuracy is 80.18% where 

all the categories are combined. The authors note that based on the results, the most significant 

factors in finetuning are number of iterations and the data augmentation. (Ghazi et al., 2017, 

pp. 228-235) 

 

In the study written by Shustrov et al. (2019, pp. 67-77) a classification model for tree species 

identification of wooden boards for sawmill use is developed. Images of the wooden boards are 

extracted to patches and each patch is classified. The final identification is done by a decision 

rule based on the patch class probabilities. Three different types of decision rules are tested. 

Four different convolutional neural network architectures are used: AlexNet, VGG16, 

GoogLeNet and ResNet. AlexNet is fully trained, but transfer learning is used for the other 

three models. The highest accuracy is obtained with GoogLeNet which classified correctly 

94.7% of the patches. If taken into account results with the decision rule, the obtained accuracy 

is 99.4%. (Shustrov et al., 2019, pp. 67-77) 
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The article from Camargo et al. (2019, pp. 1-6) introduces an approach to classify sunspots 

using convolutional neural networks. There is some preprocessing done to images before 

feeding them to the classifier, for instance transferring the images from RGB to grayscale. There 

are two classes in this problem: sunspot and not a sunspot. The pretrained convolutional neural 

network AlexNet is used except that the three last layers are replaced with the fully connected 

layer to classify two classes. The best obtained accuracy is 91.70% which is similar to ones 

presented earlier in the literature about this topic. (Camargo et al., 2019, pp. 1-6) 

 

Zhao et al. (2017, pp. 1436-1440) build a classifier for a land-use using a transfer learning 

technique presented in figure 3 (c-part). There are high spatial resolution images available for 

the land-use investigation and the model is developed with two different datasets. There are two 

common pretrained convolutional neural network strategies used and they are presented in 

figure 3 (Zhao et al., 2017, pp. 1436-1440): 

• In strategy a, the CNN part and the classifier are concatenated and trained 

• In strategy b, the CNN is used for a high level feature extraction and then these features 

are used to train only the classifier part. 

 

 
Figure 3. Different pretrained model strategies, reproduced from Zhao et al. (2017, p. 1436) 
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The article states that these two strategies cause separation and asynchrony between the feature 

descriptor part and the classifier part. The strategy c is the one used in the paper. The classifier 

(=the fully connected part) is pretrained using high level features from a CNN. AlexNet is used 

up to the first fully connected layer. The pretrained classifier part is connected to the pretrained 

AlexNet part and then the whole model is finetuned. Data augmentation is used to reduce 

overfitting. Different learning rates are used in different parts of the model. The accuracy with 

the strategy c is comparable to the recent publications and the converging time is reduced. (Zhao 

et al., 2017, pp. 1436-1440) 

 

The examples presented in this chapter describe well that application fields of pretrained 

convolutional neural networks are numerous. It is clearly seen from these articles, that different 

kinds of strategies are applied to utilize pretrained convolutional neural networks. Pretrained 

convolutional neural networks are usable in almost any field imaginable. The databases they 

are trained on, are so large that at least low level features extracted in first convolutional blocks, 

are useful in almost any field. If the data is in different form or shape, with preprocessing tools 

it can be transferred to match the type in the pretrained CNN. The use of a pretrained CNN and 

their weights require less data than fully training a CNN model. This widens the application 

scope, because in many fields, there are no large reliable labelled databases available. The most 

common pretrained models and their weights are available in many different programming 

languages and environments. 
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3 CLASSIFICATION AND NEURAL NETWORKS 
 

If classification is considered in a wider sense, it means sorting objects into different classes 

(Dougherty, 2013, p. 3). In the narrower sense, classification is a predictive task and it is usually 

performed using supervised learning techniques (Herrera et al., 2016, p. 11). Supervised 

learning means that the data instances given to the classification method are labelled. The 

classification algorithm uses this information in a way that new (never seen by the classifier) 

data instances can be labelled. Rebala et al. (2019, pp. 19-20) point out that the algorithm learns 

the key characteristic within each data point, to determine the correct class. Based on these key 

characteristics the answer is found for the new data points (Rebala et al., 2019, pp. 19-20). 

Within the same context, Duda et al. (2001, pp. 16-17) mention in their book that a label of 

each pattern is given to a classifier and the classifier seeks to reduce error (which is associated 

with misclassification) in these patterns. The classifier can be either a binary or a multi-class 

classifier (Rebala et al., 2019, p. 57). In unsupervised learning, data instances are not labelled, 

and the algorithm is seeking similarities or patterns from the inputs (Herrera et al., 2016, p. 6). 

The algorithm forms “natural groups” from the inputs (Duda et al., 2001, p. 17). Unsupervised 

learning can be called as clustering (Duda et al., 2001, p. 17). In addition to supervised and 

unsupervised learning, there is semi-supervised learning and reinforcement learning (Rebala et 

al., 2019, pp. 22-23). 

 

In addition to separating classification to supervised and unsupervised learning, classification 

can be divided into three categories based on the techniques they use (Dougherty, 2013, pp. 18-

20): 

1. Statistical approaches 

2. Nonmetric approaches 

3. Cognitive approaches. 

 

Statistical approaches rely on explicit probability models. Bayesian networks are the most 

known representative of this category. Nonmetric approaches can be used in situations, where 

patterns have an explicit structure which can be coded by a set of rules. Sometimes this approach 

can be called structural or syntactic. Rule based classifiers (e.g. decision trees) and syntactic 

methods belong to this category. Cognitive approaches borrow characteristics from both 
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statistical and nonmetric categories. Well known methods belonging to this category are neural 

networks and support vector machines. It is pointed out in Dougherty’s book (2013, p. 20) that 

neural networks are in some sense similar to statistical pattern recognition methods. It is notable 

that there are also hybrid models available, including characteristics from all of these categories. 

This means that the division is not solid. (Dougherty, 2013, pp. 5-6, 18-20) 

 

3.1 Background of neural networks 

 

The original idea of artificial neural networks is from 1940s by McCulloch and Pitts. They 

constructed a simplified model brain’s neuron activity (McCulloch & Pitts, 1943, pp. 115-133; 

Izenman, 2008, p. 318). Overall the neural networks structure is inspired by the human brain, 

but nowadays it is known that structure of these networks is not genuinely close to the human 

brain (Rebala et al., 2019, pp. 103-105). On the other hand, there are some key ideas of neural 

networks which are inspired by the human brain (Rebala et al., 2019, p. 105) hence the affect 

should not be underrated. The McCulloch-Pitts neuron consists of multiple inputs (inputs 

between 0 and 1) and one output, but it doesn’t contain any weights (Izenman, 2008, pp. 318-

320). McCulloch-Pitts' neurons are able to perform basic Boolean logic, such as AND, NOT 

and OR (Picton, 1994, p. 8). 

 

The next phase of the development was proposed by Donald Hebb in late 1940s. The Hebb rule 

is stated by Davalo & Naïm (1991, p. 27) by the following: “If two connected neurons are 

activated at the same moment, the connection between them is reinforced. In all other cases, 

the connection is not modified” (Hebb, 1949, p. 62). This is illustrated in figure 4. Black fillings 

illustrate the activation of the neurons. On the top, the both neurons are activated hence the 

connection is being reinforced (bold connection line). On other three cases the connection is 

not modified (connection line not in bold). Another cite of the Hebb rule from Picton’s book 

(1994, pp. 13-14): “Increase the value of the weight if the output is active when the input 

associated with that weight is also active” (Hebb, 1949, p. 62). 
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Figure 4. The Hebb rule, reproduced from Davalo & Naïm (1991, p. 28) 

 

The next step was taken by Frank Rosenblatt, who presented the idea of a perceptron in 1958. 

This can be referred as a single-layer perceptron since there is only one layer. The perceptron 

is like a McCulloch-Pitts neuron, but there are real-valued connection weights (Izenman, 2008, 

pp. 321-322). Thus, the perceptron is more flexible than the McCulloch-Pitts neuron (Izenman, 

2008, pp. 321-322). The perceptron is illustrated in figure 5. X1, X2,…,Xr represent the inputs, 

w1, w2,…,wr the weights and U is the weighted sum of input values. Y is the output. The left 

figure is with a threshold θ and the right one is otherwise equivalent, but with bias element w0 

= −θ and X0 = 1 (Izenman, 2008, pp. 321-322). There is one major limitation in the perceptron: 

it contains only a single layer. This means that it is only capable of handling linearly separable 

classes (Picton, 1994, p. 28; Izenman, 2008, pp. 328-329). 
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Figure 5. A perceptron, with and without a threshold, reproduced from Izenman (2008, p. 322) 

 

3.2 Multilayer perceptron 

 

Nowadays, when referenced to artificial neural networks, a multilayer perception is often 

meant. The multilayer perceptron is a multivariate statistical technique which maps the inputs 

using nonlinear functions to the outputs (Izenman, 2008, p. 331). Between input and output 

layers there are hidden layers (Izenman, 2008, p. 331). The structure of a simple artificial neural 

network which contains one hidden layer is presented in figure 6. I1, I2 and I3 represent the input 

values, A, B and C the input nodes. The input nodes are not doing any processing. The values 

are simply moved to the next phase. The arrows represent the weights (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5 and 

w6). The output from the previous layer is multiplied with the weight and transferred to the next 

layer as an input. If the node A is taken as an example, the output of the node A is multiplied 

with w1 and then transferred as an input to the node D. 
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Figure 6. A simple artificial neural network with one hidden layer, reproduced from Rebala et 

al. (2019, p. 106) 

 

For the other than the input nodes, the following actions are performed. Node’s inputs are 

summed – this is called a net input. To the net input, an activation function is applied. The 

activation function is a nonlinear function and the output of it is the node’s output. (Rebala et 

al., 2019, p. 107) 

 

To continue the example above, the node D receives the input sums and then the activation 

function is applied. This result is transferred as an output to the node F as an input. Again, the 

activation function in the node F is applied. This is how the output O1 is obtained. The described 

propagation process is called a forward propagation (Kubat, 2017, p. 93). Different kinds of 

activation functions can be applied in different layers of the network. The different types of 

activation functions are presented in section 3.4. 

 

It has been mathematically proven that with the right choice of weights and the right number of 

hidden neurons, any realistic function can be approximated with an arbitrary accuracy. This is 

called the universal approximation theorem. The universal approximation theorem states that 

any classification problem could be solved using multilayer perceptrons. However, the theorem 

doesn’t state which weights and how many hidden neurons will produce the wanted outcome. 

(Kubat, 2017, pp. 93-95) 
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3.3 Backpropagation 

 

The mean squared error (MSE) is defined through the output vector and the target vector 

elements’ differences. The equation of mean squared error is presented in equation 1. m 

represents the number of data points. ti is the target vector element and yi is the output vector 

element. (ti - yi) is squared to confirm that negative differences are not subtracted from positive 

differences. (Kubat, 2017, p. 96)  
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The aim of a gradient descent, which is used by a backpropagation algorithm, is to find a local 

minima (in ideal situation a global minima) of the mean squared error. In other words, the set 

of weights corresponding to the minima should be found. In the gradient descent, weights are 

changed to produce the steepest descent along the error function. (Kubat, 2017, pp. 97-98) 

 

The gradient descent tells that which direction the weights should be changed (Rebala et al., 

2019, p. 32). The amount of how much, can be controlled with a learning rate (Rebala et al., 

2019, p. 32). The learning rate can be constant which means that changes are always the same 

size, or it can be adaptive. An adaptive learning rate means that the learning rate changes during 

the training. A term epoch tells how many times all the patterns are presented to the classifier, 

hence one epoch represents a single presentation of all the samples (Duda et al., 2001, p. 294). 

 

An often used adaptive learning rate is defined in a way that it decreases over time. At the early 

phase of the training, the learning rate is higher hence weight changes are greater. This reduces 

the number of epochs, but it might even help to avoid some local minima. Later in the training 

phase, the value decreases so that overshooting of the weight changes can be avoided. In some 

learning rate formulas, a momentum which reflects the current tendencies, is defined. For 

instance, if last two weight changes were positive, the change is larger but if a positive change 

is followed by a negative change, the change is more modest to prevent overshooting. (Kubat, 

2017, p. 103) 
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A backpropagation learning rule is based on the gradient descent (Duda et al., 2001 pp. 290-

291). Kubat (2017, p. 99) says the following about the backpropagation: “The responsibilities 

of the hidden neurons are calculated by backpropagating the output neuron’s responsibilities 

obtained in the previous step.” First derivatives of an error function are computed by the 

backpropagation algorithm with respect to network weights (Izenman, 2008, p. 336). Weights 

are estimated by minimizing the error function through the iterative gradient descent method, 

using the derivatives (Izenman, 2008, p. 336).  

 

Rebala et al. (2019, p. 115) describes that the backpropagation algorithm computes the gradient 

in respect of net inputs, activations and weights. For each gradient computation, the previous 

stage’s gradient is reused, and a derivative of this stage is multiplied. The gradient computation 

starts from the output activations and it is propagated until it reaches the weights closest to the 

input layer. (Rebala et al., 2019, p. 115) 

 

3.4 Activation functions 

 

Salvaris et al. (2018, p. 136) describe that activation functions are nonlinear transformations of 

the input of a neuron. Sometimes they are called transfer functions. Next, the most common 

ones are represented.  

 

The sigmoid activation function is a nonlinear function that compresses the input between 0 

and 1. This is presented in figure 7. The sigmoid function is presented in equation 2. Sigmoid 

has been a popular activation function, but it has some major disadvantages. Firstly, the output 

is not centred around 0. Secondly, it suffers from a vanishing gradient problem. It means that 

near outputs 0 and 1 the gradient is flat hence the neurons saturate, and weights are not updated 

during the backpropagation. (Salvaris et al., 2018, pp. 136-137) 
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Figure 7. The sigmoid activation function 
 

The tanh activation function is similar to the sigmoid function. To be more specific, it is a scaled 

sigmoid function; the output is centred around 0. The output is compressed between -1 and 1. 

The tanh activation function suffers from (as the sigmoid) the vanishing gradient problem. The 

tanh activation function is presented in figure 8 and the equation is presented in equation 3. 

(Salvaris et al., 2018, pp. 137-138; Aggarwal, 2018, p. 12) 
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Figure 8. The tanh activation function 
 

The rectified linear unit (ReLU) is a widely used activation function. In the ReLU, if the input 

is greater than 0, the output equals to the input. If the input is less than 0, the output is 0. The 

ReLU activation function is presented in equation 4 and in figure 9. The ReLU doesn’t endure 

from the vanishing gradient problem in positive inputs. One of its advantages is that it is 

computationally efficient. However, when the output is less than 0, there is no gradient during 

the backpropagation – the weights are not updated. This might fail the training in some cases. 

The ReLU cannot be used as network’s output layer, because the output is not limited between 

defined boundaries. (Salvaris et al., 2018, pp. 138-139) 
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Figure 9. The ReLU activation function 
 

The softmax activation function S transforms k dimensional vector into another k dimensional 

vector in a way that the values are between 0 and 1. The output vector is normalized to sum to 

1. The equation of the softmax is presented in equation 5. S(x)i resembles a probability 

distribution. It is useful to use the softmax function when a network needs to estimate 

probabilities. The softmax is often used in the output layer of the network. (Michelucci, 2018, 

pp. 90-91; Duda et al., 2001, pp. 304-305) 
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3.5 Batch normalization, categorical cross-entropy and optimizer Adam 

 

A batch normalization addresses to vanishing and exploding gradient problems (Aggarwal, 

2018, p. 152). The vanishing and exploding gradient problems refer to situations where 

gradients either reduce or increase in magnitude (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 152). The distribution of 

each layer changes and varies between layers during the training which reduces the converging 

speed (Aghdam & Heravi, 2017, p. 127). The basic idea of the batch normalization is to add 
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normalization layers into the network to resist behaviour, which causes problems stated before, 

by generating features with similar variance (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 152-153). 

 

The equation for the batch normalization is presented in equation 6. The equation applies the 

mean-variance normalization on x using μ and σ. It also linearly scales and shifts x using γ and 

β. γ and β are trainable parameters. μ and σ are calculated using the weighted average of past 

samples hence they are not trainable parameters. ϵ is constant. The batch normalization is 

commonly used between fully connected or convolutional layers and their activation functions. 

(Aghdam & Heravi, 2017, pp. 127-128) 

 

2(3) =
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√C/ + D
E + F (6)	

 

A cross-entropy is a loss function that measures the distance between two probability 

distributions: the true distribution and the target distribution (Duda, et. al., 2001, p. 318). A 

categorical cross-entropy is a recommended loss function for multi-classification according to 

Ketkar (2017, p. 27). It is typically used with neural networks and commonly used when the 

output layer has softmax units (Ketkar, 2017, p. 27). 

 

The equation of the categorical cross-entropy (CCE) is presented in equation 7. n is the number 

of classes and y ∈	{0,1,..,k}, which are the classes. f(xi, θ) is a classification model that predicts 

the probability of y given x. θ represents the parameters of the model. (Ketkar, 2017, pp. 25-26) 
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The adaptive moment estimation (Adam) uses exponentially weighted averages of past 

derivatives and exponentially weighted averages of past squared derivatives (Michelucci, 2018, 

pp. 175-176). Adam adapts the learning rate to the situation and to the different parameters thus 

it converges faster than other methods (Michelucci, 2018, pp. 175-176). Adam is a popular 

optimizer because it incorporates many advantages from other optimizers (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 

141). Michelucci (2018, pp. 177-178) recommends in his book to use Adam as an optimizer but 
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notes that there are cases where other optimizers might be more suitable. However, Michelucci 

(2018, pp. 177-178) denotes that Adam is a good starting point.  

 

3.6 Regularization and overfitting 

 

Kukačka et al. (2017, p. 1) describes that any supplementary technique that aspires at making 

a model to generalize better, is regularization. If the solution is overly complex, it might classify 

training data samples correctly with a very high accuracy (Duda et al., 2001, p. 16). However, 

it doesn’t necessarily work well on new data instances (Duda et al., 2001, p. 16). The solution 

might learn patterns during the training which are from errors or noise (Michelucci, 2018, p. 

91). This phenomenon is called overfitting. 

 

If the model is overfitting the training data, it is not generalized properly to new data 

(Michelucci, 2018, p. 191). An important thing is how to adjust the model in a way that it is not 

overfitted, but still produces the best possible results (Duda et al., 2001, p. 16). That being said, 

regularization is a desirable step when designing the model. 

 

There are different techniques available to increase the regularization of the model and to reduce 

the overfitting problem. The three techniques presented next are: 

• Early stopping 

• Architecture design and parameter sharing 

• Dropout layer 

 

The early stopping means that the training is stopped at the point in which the mean squared 

error of the validation dataset reaches its minimum point. This is not actually a method to solve 

the overfitting problem. It simply stops the training before the model is overfitted. (Michelucci, 

2018, pp. 215-216) 

 

The architecture design is one way to reduce overfitting. Complex models containing numerous 

parameters have large capacities to learn even irrelevant patterns. With a good architecture 

design, this problem can be reduced. The architecture can be designed with underlaying data, 

for instance image data. Convolutional neural networks use the same set of parameters to learn 
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characteristics from different parts of the image. Thus, in convolutional neural networks the 

parameters are shared which reduces the number of parameters and hence reduces the 

overfitting problem. (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 27) 

 

The goal of using the dropout layer is to regularize the network and avoid overfitting. In the 

dropout layer, there is only one parameter: a dropout ratio. It is defined before the training. A 

random number is generated from a uniform distribution for each element of the layer. This 

number is between 0 and 1. If the number is larger than the dropout ratio, the output is passed 

through to the next layer. If the number is smaller, the output is blocked and 0 is passed to the 

next layer. The dropout layer can be connected to any layer, but usually it is used after fully 

connected layers. An example of the dropout layer is shown in figure 10. The black squares 

represent the dropout ratio. A commonly used ratio for dropout is 0.5, but it is case dependent. 

(Aghdam & Heravi, 2017, pp. 119-121) 

 

 
Figure 10. Illustration of the dropout layer, reproduced from Aghdam & Heravi (2017, p. 120) 
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4 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
 

The use of nonlinear activation functions and fully connected feedforward neural networks have 

increased the number of neurons and hence the number of parameters compared to earlier 

solutions. The key idea behind convolutional neural networks (CNN) is to create a solution in 

a way that the number of parameters is reduced compared to fully connected neural networks. 

This allows to train deeper networks with less parameters. (Aghdam & Heravi, 2017, p. 85) 

 

One of the first convolutional architectures was LenNet-5, which was used to identify hand-

written numbers (LeCun et al., 1998, pp. 2278–2324). Overall, convolutional neural networks 

are based on Hubel and Wiesel’s study (1962, pp. 106-154) on the visual cortex. Since LeNet-

5, convolutional neural networks have evolved in terms of using more layers and using different 

activation functions, such as the ReLU (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 316-317). However, the 

differences on a conceptual level with the state of art architectures and early convolutional 

neural networks, are rather small (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 316-317). That being said, it seems that 

even small changes can potentially have a considerable impact on the accuracy and performance 

of the network.  

 

4.1 Convolutional layer 

 

One of the key parts of convolutional neural networks is an operation called convolution. The 

convolution is a dot product operation between grid-structured inputs and grid-structured set of 

weights. These are drawn from different spatial localities in the input volume. It is useful when 

there is a high level of spatial locality in the data, for instance image data. Every convolutional 

layer has a three-dimensional grid structure containing height, width and depth. The depth here 

refers to the number of channels in each layer. This can be either the colour channels in input 

image or the number of feature maps on a hidden layer. (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 315-316, 326) 

 

Parameters in the convolution are organized in units called filters or kernels. Filters have a 

three-dimensional structure and are usually smaller than the layer which they are applied to. 

However, the depth of the filter must match to the depth of the applied layer. The filter is placed 

at each possible position in a way that it overlaps fully with the layer. The dot product is 
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performed between the filter parameters and the matching grid of the layer. The number of 

positions to place the filter defines the number of features in the next layer. Therefore, the 

number of alignments between the filter and the layer, defines the spatial height and width of 

the next layer. (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 319) 

 

The depth of the next layer is the same as the number of filters used on the previous layer. These 

filters are independent and have their own set of parameters (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 319-320). 

The outputs of the convolution layer are called feature maps (Aghdam & Heravi, 2017, p. 90). 

The number of filters affects to the number of parameters and thus to the feature maps (=to the 

depth of the output layer). In other words, increasing the number of filters on a certain layer, 

increases the number of feature maps on the next layer (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 319). There is an 

example in figure 11. There are 28x28 spatial positions to place the filter of size 5x5. Hence the 

output dimensions are 28x28. The filter depth and the input depth must match. In this case there 

are five independent filters, hence the output depth is 5. The independent filters are not visible 

in this figure. 

 

 
Figure 11. Example of input layer, filter and their output, reproduced from Aggarwal (2018, p. 

320) 
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In the example above, the filter is moved one position on each time. Hence the number of 

possible spatial positions is 28x28. This means that the stride is 1. According to Rebala et al.  

(2019, p. 189), stride length is the number of moved positions on each step. Commonly the 

strides of one or two are used (Aghdam & Heravi, 2017, p. 95). The use of larger strides than 1 

might (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 324): 

1. reduce overfitting if the spatial resolution is high 

2. help if there are computational memory constraints. 

 

An example of convolution between 7x7x1 input layer and a 3x3x1 filter is presented in figure 

12. The stride is 1 and the depth has been chosen to be one for simplicity reasons. There are 

two dot product operation examples which results are 16 and 26 (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 321-

322). 

 

 
Figure 12. Example of convolution, reproduced from Aggarwal (2018, p. 321) 
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4.2 Pooling layer 

 

A pooling is one of the typical layers of the convolutional neural network. Aghdam and Heravi 

(2017, p. 95) state that the goal of the pooling is to reduce the dimensionality of feature maps, 

hence the pooling can be called down sampling. In a pooling operation, maximum (or 

sometimes average) of a small grid region is returned (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 326). If the operation 

is maximum, it is called max-pooling and if the operation is average, it is called average pooling. 

 

The pooling is applied to every feature map separately, whereas a convolution operation uses 

all feature maps simultaneously (Aghdam & Heravi, 2017, p. 96; Aggarwal, 2018, p. 326). This 

is the reason why the pooling operation doesn’t change the number of feature maps – the depth 

stays the same (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 326). Nevertheless, the dimensionality of the feature maps 

reduces spatially (Aghdam & Heravi, 2017, p. 96). An example of a max-pooling operation is 

illustrated in figure 13. The input size is 7x7 and the pooling size is 3x3. There are examples 

using stride of 1 and stride of 2. The stride of 1 approach produces 5x5 output, and the stride of 

2 produces the output of 3x3. In the example, the stride of 1 creates the output, which is heavily 

repeating due to the overlap while the stride of 2 creates less overlap (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 326-

327). 
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Figure 13. Example of max-pooling operation with stride of 1 and stride of 2, reproduced from 

Aggarwal (2018, p. 326) 

 

An option for fully connected layer is to use an average pooling. To create one single value, the 

average pooling is used across the whole spatial area of the set of activation maps. Hence, the 

number of features will be the same as the number of filters. If the size of the activation maps 

is 5x5x224, the number of features will be 224 and the result is aggregated through 25 values. 

The use of average pooling reduces the parameter footprint. (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 328) 

 

4.3 The structure of convolutional neural networks 

 

Mou and Jin (2018, p. 25) denote the following description about the CNN: “CNN uses a small 

sliding window to extract local features and then aggregates these features by pooling.” 

 

Convolutional neural networks are combinations of convolutional and pooling layers. The last 

layers are usually the fully connected ones. The network can be defined through the number of 
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filters, stride lengths, the number of convolution pooling combinations and the fully connected 

layers. Figure 14 represents this kind of a simple network. (Rebala et al., 2019, pp. 190-191) 

 

 
Figure 14. A simple convolutional neural network, reproduced from Rebala et al. (2019, p. 

190) 

 

The convolutional neural network works in a same way as a regular feed-forward neural 

network. The difference is that the operations in the layers are spatially organized with sparse 

connections. The ReLU activation typically follows the convolutional operation hence it is not 

usually shown independently when illustrating convolutional neural networks. However, 

Aggarwal (2018, p. 325) delineates the ReLU as a separated layer. ReLU activations have a lot 

of advantages compared to the other activation functions in terms of speed and accuracy. 

(Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 321, 325) 

 

Convolutional neural networks allow the translation invariance (Salvaris et al., 2018, pp. 29-

30). It means, for instance in images, that an object is the same object no matter where it is 

located in the image (Salvaris et al., 2018, pp. 29-30). This is related to the weight (or 

parameter) sharing; a particular shape should be processed the same way regardless the spatial 

location (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 321-322).  

 

4.4 Pretrained convolutional neural networks 

 

There has been a great development on image classification in the 2010s (Russakovsky et al., 

2015, p. 211). One of the reasons is the development of the ImageNet database (Deng et al., 
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2009a, pp. 1-8). The ImageNet database is based on the WordNet hierarchical structure (Deng 

et al., 2009b, p. 1). It contains over 14 million images and huge number of sub-categories 

(ImageNet, 2010). The example structure of the ImageNet is shown in figure 15. It has been set 

up using the Amazon Mechanical Turk and its users (Deng et al., 2009a, pp. 4-5). The goal of 

the ImageNet build up was to make it a key resource on computer vision research (Deng et al., 

2009a, p. 1).   

 

 
Figure 15. Example of ImageNet structure (Deng et al., 2009b, p. 1) 
 

ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) is a competition where 

participants use the ImageNet database in different tasks (Russakovsky et al., 2015, pp. 211-

213). There are three types of tasks: Image Classification, Single-Object Localization and 

Object Detection (Russakovsky et al., 2015, p. 213). The focus in this study is in the Image 

Classification. ILSVRC has been arranged from 2010 to 2017 yearly (ImageNet, 2020) and 

there has been a significant improvement on the accuracy over the years (Russakovsky et al., 

2015, pp. 233-236). Many state-of-the-art CNN architectures have participated and won the 

challenge. Examples of these are AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012, pp. 1097-1105), VGG 
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(Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014, pp. 1-14), GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2014, pp. 1-12) and 

ResNet (He et al., 2016, pp. 1-12), just to name a few. In this section the ones used in this study 

are presented.  

 

4.5 VGG 

 

Visual Geometry Group’s (VGG) convolutional neural network was placed the second in 

ILSVRCs Image Classification task (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014, pp. 7-8). Karen Simonyan 

and Andrew Zisserman (2014, pp. 1-14) are presenting in their article different evolutions of 

their model, for instance VGG16 and VGG19. The architecture of the VGG16 is shown in 

figure 16. 

 

 
Figure 16. Illustration of the VGG16 architecture 

 

There are 16 weight layers in VGG16. The first 13 weight layers are convolutional and in 

between max-pooling layers. The three last ones are fully connected layers. The ReLU is used 

in convolutional part and in two fully connected layers, while the softmax is used in the last 

layer to get the probabilities of the classes. The core idea is to use 3x3 filters instead of widely 

used 5x5 or 7x7 filters. The 3x3 is used three times in a row. The advantage of this approach is 

that a decision function is more discriminative. Other advantage is that there are less parameters 

in this approach compared the ones with 5x5 or 7x7 filters. This adds the regularisation of the 

model and thus reduces the overfitting problem. There are 138 million parameters in the 

VGG16 model. (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014, pp. 2-8) 
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4.6 GoogLeNet 

 

GoogLeNet is a convolutional neural network architecture and the winner of ILSVRC 2014 in 

Image Classification (Szegedy et al., 2014, pp. 1-12; Russakovsky et al., 2015, pp. 231-232). 

The team developed different evolutions under a codename Inception, but the one they used in 

ILSVRC is called GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2014, pp. 5-6). It is inspired by LeNet (LeCun 

et al., 1998, pp. 2278–2324) and “Network in Network” paper (Lin et al., 2013, pp. 1-10). 

 

1x1 convolutions are heavily used in GoogLeNet, to be more precise, in the inception modules. 

The inception module is displayed in figure 17. The idea of inception modules is to extract 

features using 1x1, 3x3, 5x5 convolutions and 3x3 max-pooling and then combine them 

together. 1x1 convolutions reduce dimensions thus reduce the computation load. (Szegedy et 

al., 2014, pp. 4-6) 

 

 
Figure 17. Inception module, reproduced from Szegedy et al. (2014, p. 5) 

 

GoogLeNet is a deep CNN, containing 27 layers counting both weight (22) and pooling (5) 

layers. The full architecture is presented in figure 18 in appendix 1. All the convolutions are 

using the ReLU activation, also the ones inside the inception modules. Compared to the other 

architectures, GoogLeNet uses one average pooling layer instead of fully connected layer after 

the convolutional layers. The average pooling helps to make a model more general hence 

reduces overfitting. There is also one dropout layer after the average pooling layer. The last 
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layer is fully connected, and it uses the softmax activation. As seen from figure 18 in appendix 

1, the model includes two extra branches on top of the main branch. These are called auxiliary 

classifiers and they are only used during the training phase. These are added to increase the 

regularization. (Szegedy et al., 2014, pp. 5-8) 

 

On top of the original GoogLeNet model, some of the authors have introduced the evaluations 

called InceptionV2 and InceptionV3. The goal of the evaluations is to scale up the network and 

add regularization as computationally efficient ways as possible. They introduced several 

changes to the architecture, keeping the underlaying principles the same. 7x7 convolutions are 

replaced with three 3x3 convolutions to make the architecture more efficient. In inception 

modules, different kind of grid reduction techniques are used. 5x5 convolutions are replaced 

with two 3x3 convolutions. nxn convolutions are changed to 1xn and nx1 convolutions. In 

auxiliary classifiers, batch normalizations are added. InceptionV3 has 42 layers, which makes 

it deeper than the original GoogLeNet. The number of the parameters is less than 25 million, 

compared to the original model which contains approximately 5 million parameters. However, 

the InceptionV3 has only a 2.5 times higher computation cost compared to the original 

GoogLeNet. (Szegedy et al., 2015, pp. 1-10) 

 

4.7 ResNet 

 

ResNet is a CNN architecture and the winner of the ILSVRC 2015 Image Classification task. 

In the paper, authors tested different versions of the model and the winning model contained 

152 trainable layers. It is the deepest model ever presented in ILSVRC and it is noteworthy that 

the complexity of ResNet-152 is still lower than VGG’s CNN. (He et al., 2016, pp. 1-12) 

 

In the paper, it is stated that deep convolutional neural networks suffer from 

vanishing/exploding gradient problem. This increases the error in a very deep CNN. The 

solution to stated problem is shortcut connections. The identity shortcut connection is shown in 

figure 19. The shortcut connection skips one or more layers. The outputs are added to the 

outputs of the stacked layer. This reduces the vanishing/exploding gradient problem and allows 

deeper networks to be built. Even if the F(x) would be 0 (=there is nothing to learn in this block) 

the identity x is preserved for the next blocks. The basic identity shortcut connections do not 
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add parameters or complexity of the model. Identity shortcuts can be used when the input and 

output have the same dimensions. (He et al., 2016, pp. 2-4) 

 

If the dimensions do not match there are two options (He et al., 2016, pp. 2-4): 

1. The identity mapping is performed, but with extra zero entries padded 

2. The projection shortcut is performed using 1x1 convolutions. 

 

 
Figure 19. The identity shortcut connection, reproduced from He et al. (2016, p. 2) 

 

The second shortcut type increases the number of parameters, the first one doesn’t. The 

architecture of ResNet containing 34 layers is shown in figure 20 in appendix 2. The solid line 

represents an identity shortcut connection and the dashed line a projection shortcut connection. 

For the deeper ResNet models, a bottleneck design is used. This is done by adding 1x1 

convolutions to start and the end of the network. The approach is the same kind as in 

GoogLeNet. Convolutional layers use the ReLU activation. After the convolutional part, the 

average pooling and one fully connected layer are used. (He et al., 2016, pp. 3-8) 

 

4.8 Transfer learning and finetuning 

 

Deep convolutional neural networks contain a large number of parameters. The large number 

of parameters ensure their ability to learn even complex tasks. However, it also means that lots 

of data is needed to fully train such models and for many applications, large amount of labelled 

data might not be available (Pattanayak, 2017, p. 211; Aggarwal, 2018, p. 351). If there is not 

enough training data, the model will suffer from overfitting and won’t generalize enough 
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(Pattanayak, 2017, p. 211). The data availability is the key factor why the technique called 

transfer learning has been developed.  

 

Pattanayak (2017, p. 211) describes transfer learning as follows: “Transfer learning in a broad 

sense refers to storing knowledge gained while solving a problem using that knowledge for a 

different problem in a similar domain.” Aggarwal (2018, p. 351) points out that using features 

extracted from public data sources, such as ImageNet, can be viewed as transfer learning. 

Salvaris et al. (2018, p. 159) says that it is transfer learning when pretrained network, that has 

been trained on larger, but similar dataset, is used to solve another problem. 

 

There is one bright side regarding image data; the extracted features from a certain dataset are 

reusable across data sources (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 351). For a new problem, less data is needed 

because the low level features are extracted from other data domain. When images are 

processed through many layers of convolutions, the initial layers learn to detect universal 

features such as shapes and edges (Pattanayak, 2017, pp. 211-212; Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 351-

352). On the other hand, the deeper convolutional layers learn to detect more sophisticated and 

complicated features which are specific to a certain task (Pattanayak, 2017, pp. 211-212; 

Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 351-352). Generic data sources are useful to extract highly reusable 

features, such as ImageNet which is described in section 4.4 (Aggarwal, 2018, pp. 351). As 

mentioned in sections 4.5-4.7, the models VGG, GoogLeNet and ResNet have been trained 

using the ImageNet data. 

 

The simplest ways of transfer learning are to remove the output layer and replace it with the 

one suitable to the new problem or remove topmost layers and use the output as features in a 

new machine learning model, according to the Salvaris et al. (2018, p. 159). The new machine 

learning model can be for instance a support vector machine, a random forest or a neural 

network. (Salvaris et al., 2018, p. 159) There is also a possibility to freeze certain layers of the 

pretrained model and then retrain the model. (Salvaris et al., 2018, p. 160) This means that 

weights of the frozen layers are not updated during the training (Salvaris et al., 2018, p. 160). 

Retraining some of the layers can be called finetuning (Aggarwal, 2018, p. 44; Mou & Jin, 

2018, p. 18). 
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Simonyan and Zisserman (2014, pp. 11-14) tested in their article, how their model VGG 

performs as a feature extractor on other, smaller datasets. The last fully connected layer is 

removed, and a penultimate layer is used as an output of the feature extraction part. This means 

that finetuning is not used because the weights are kept unchangeable. As a classifier, they used 

a support vector machine. The results of multiple tests indicate that VGG pretrained model 

works well as a feature extractor for many different use cases (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014, 

pp. 11-14). 
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5 CASE STUDY AND RESULTS 
 

In this section, the case study and the related results are presented. The classification models 

are built on top of the Keras library. Other libraries are used for preprocessing, automatization 

and result gathering. The models are trained using a graphics processing unit. First, the used 

performance metrics and the used cross validation strategy are described. Next, the dataset and 

the used transfer learning strategy are presented. After that, the preprocessing phases and the 

feature extraction part are explained. The fully connected neural network used as a classifier is 

shown, and the training parameters are presented. The last parts of the chapter are the actual 

results. The accuracy and loss of the different models are presented. Next, F1 scores of different 

classes on different models are presented. After F1 scores, the precision and recall of the classes 

are shown and evaluated for each model. Next, the underlying confusion matrixes are presented 

and explained. Lastly, the results gathered with the separate test set for the best model, are 

presented. 

 

5.1 Metrics and cross validation 

 

There are different performance metrics that can be used in classification problems. Before 

heading to the performance metrics, different outcomes of the classifiers are described. These 

outcomes are used in calculations of the performance metrics (Kubat, 2017, p. 212): 

• True positive (TP) means that the sample is positive, and the classifier correctly predicts 

it to be positive 

• True negative (TN) means that the sample is negative, and the classifier correctly 

predicts it to be negative 

• False negative (FN) means that the sample is positive, but the classifier predicts it to be 

negative 

• False positive (FP) means that the sample is negative, but the classifier predicts it to be 

positive. 

 

The first metric is accuracy. Kubat (2017, p. 212) describes accuracy as follows: “The 

frequency of correct classifications made by the classifier over a given set of samples.” In other 

words, accuracy tells that how often the classifier is right (Michelucci, 2018, p. 240). The 
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equation of accuracy is presented in equation 8. In formula, TP represents the number of true 

positives, TN represents the number of true negatives and N is the total number of examples. 

 

PQQRS9Q- =
TU + TV

V
(8) 

 

The second metric is precision. Kubat (2017, p. 215) describes it as follows: “Precision is the 

probability that the classifier is right when labelling an example as positive.” Precision is 

calculated by comparing the number of true positives to all labelled positives by the classifier 

(Kubat, 2017, p. 215). The formula is presented in equation 9. 

 

US5Q+X+KN =
TU

TU + YU
(9) 

 

The third performance metric used is recall. According to Kubat (2017, p. 215), recall is the 

probability that true positive is recognised correctly as positive by the classifier. Recall is 

calculated by comparing the number of true positives to all real positives (Kubat, 2017, p. 215). 

The equation is presented in equation 10. 

 

[5Q9JJ =
TU

TU + YV
(10) 

 

F1 score is a combination of precision and recall. To be more specific, it is the harmonic average 

of the two (Michelucci, 2018, p. 243). There is a possibility to weight either precision or recall 

if needed. The F1 score equation, where precision and recall are equally important, is shown in 

equation 11. In this study, precision and recall are treated as equal – no weighting is done.  

 

Y& = / ∗
US5Q+X+KN ∗ [5Q9JJ
US5Q+X+KN + [5Q9JJ

(11) 

 

Since the classification problem of this study contains seven different classes, these metrics are 

calculated always one class versus the other six classes. For instance, in recall, FN contains all 

the samples from the other classes that are mislabelled to the class whose recall is calculated. 
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In the training phase, a technique called k-fold cross-validation is used. First, a training set is 

divided into k equally sized subsets (=folds). The training set is divided randomly into folds 

and there is no overlapping among the folds. In k-fold cross-validation, training is run k times. 

At each run, k-1 folds are used for training and the remaining fold is used as a testing set. This 

means that every fold is used once as a testing set. The results are averaged over the folds and 

sample standard deviations are calculated. Because the folds are divided randomly, there is a 

possibility that the classes are not divided equally over the folds. Stratified k-fold cross-

validation approach ensures that there is the same representation of the classes in each fold as 

there is in the whole dataset. (Kubat, 2017, pp. 224-225) 

 

5.2 Dataset and transfer learning strategy 

 

The dataset contains the images of shipments from sorting machines. It contains the shipment 

ID and the label related to that shipment, therefore the shipment type. The sample study process 

is executed every week, hence new data is gathered all the time. The size of the used dataset is 

25,979 shipments. There is some base information related to every shipment, but that 

information is not used in this study. 

 

The dataset contains 13 different shipment types, known as classes. Some of these classes are 

really rare. One of the classes is “Image not found” which means that there has been some error 

in taking the image or in the loading process. In most of the cases the real image has been 

replaced with a picture which tells that there is a problem with the image. Sometimes the image 

belonging to this class is corrupted some other way. This has been chosen to be a part of the 

classification because it is important to recognise these “Image not found” images too. The 

rarest ones are grouped together to the class “Other”, and seven different classes are used in the 

classification. One of these labels is the most interesting one: “Consumer letter”. The classes 

and their number of occurrences in the dataset, are presented in table 1.  
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Table 1. Classes and their number occurrences in the dataset 

 Number of samples 

Image not found 333 

Consumer letter 1677 

Commercial shipment 3938 

Shipment from abroad 1125 

Corporate letter 16 265 

Magazine 1956 

Other 685 

 

The labels are numbered from 0 to 6. The numbering is important in the results phase where 

numbers are used as classes: 

0. Image not found 

1. Consumer letter 

2. Commercial shipment 

3. Shipment from abroad 

4. Corporate letter 

5. Magazine 

6. Other 

 

The strategy in this thesis is to use transfer learning to classify the shipment types from images. 

Transfer learning is used because the need is to achieve the best possible accuracy and a general 

model that could be used to classify the shipment types from images in production environment. 

The ImageNet dataset is described in section 4.4 and the pretrained models in sections 4.5-4.7 

The presented pretrained models, VGG, GoogLeNet and ResNet are used. To be more precise, 

16th layer VGG model (VGG16) and 50th layer ResNet (ResNet50) are used. GoogLeNet has 

different versions and the version called InceptionV3 is used. The strategy is to apply transfer 

learning on these pretrained models which are trained on the ImageNet dataset and to compare 

these models to find out which performs the best in classifying the shipment types from images. 
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As pretrained models are trained using a huge number of images belonging to different classes, 

they are useful in different kinds of problems. The assumption is that it would work on this 

problem too. The literature review in chapter 2 introduced many useful ways to utilize 

pretrained convolutional neural networks and transfer learning. There are different ways to 

apply transfer learning as explained in section 4.8. The chosen transfer learning strategy is 

presented in figure 21. First, the fully connected layers of the pretrained model are removed. 

This means that only the convolutional part is left. All the layers are kept frozen; no training is 

done in this part. The images are fed into the model and the output of the model is the last layer 

of the convolutional part with small modifications depending on the model. This is shown in 

figure 21 inside the dashed box. The convolutional blocks of the pretrained model are used as 

a feature extractor. The weights are straight from the original model which is trained using data 

from the ImageNet. The weights remain unchangeable in the feature extraction. The goal of this 

is to take advantage of ImageNet’s data to extract features that would be useful in the shipment 

type classification.  

 

 
Figure 21. The used transfer learning strategy 
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The output of the convolutional part holds the features extracted. These features are fed into the 

fully connected neural network and trained to classify the shipment types. This part is the green 

box in figure 21. The fully connected neural network is trained using the features extracted from 

a pretrained model. The used fully connected model is relatively simple, and the k-fold cross-

validation is applied to this part. The output of this is the prediction of the class that image most 

likely belongs to. The used fully connected neural network is the same for all three pretrained 

models. The strategy described in this section is applied to all three pretrained models 

independently. The strategy is relatively straightforward and computationally efficient. This is 

one of its advantages regarding the future work; if something else is decided to classify based 

on these images, retraining is not computationally heavy to implement. 

 

5.3 Preprocessing and feature extraction 

 

Input images in pretrained models are RGB colour model images. It means that each image has 

three channels on every pixel. The size of the images (=height and width) is fixed, it is 224x224 

in VGG16, 299x299 in GoogLeNet and 224x224 in ResNet50. The input image sizes for the 

different models are presented in table 2. The images from the sorting machine are grayscale 

images. The grayscale images contain only one channel of pixels. Due to the fact that the 

pretrained models use three channel images, the grayscale image’s one channel is replicated to 

three channels to match the desired input size. Essentially, it means that the grayscale images 

are transferred to the RGB images – the pixel values are still the same in each channel. 

 

Table 2. Image inputs sizes 

 VGG16 GoogLeNet ResNet50 

Image input size 224x224 299x299 224x224 

 

The size of the images from the sorting machine vary. The images are resized to match the 

pretrained models’ image sizes. In other words, different resizing is used for the different 

models. Using the same format of images and the same image size, the weights from the 

ImageNet training remain unchangeable and no additional tuning is needed in the feature 

extraction process. Pixel values in input images are scaled differently in each pretrained model. 

In VGG16 and ResNet50, the pixels are centred around zero and have values between -256 and 
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256. In GoogLeNet, the pixels are centred around zero and have values between -1 and 1. The 

pixel values in the original grayscale images have values between 0 and 256. The pixel values 

of the training and validation images are scaled to match the original input image scaling.  

 

The images from the sorting machine are fed in to the pretrained models the same way as the 

models’ original input images. As described in section 5.2, all the layers of the pretrained 

models are frozen – no training is done in this part. The top layers of the models are removed. 

To be more precise, all the fully connected layers are removed. The last layer in VGG16 is a 

max-pooling layer. The output from that is 7x7x512. A flattening layer is added to the VGG16 

model to make the output shape flat for the neural network classifier. Flattening converts the 

7x7x512 shape to a flat vector which length is 25088. The last convolutional block remaining 

from GoogLeNet is an inception block, which output is 8x8x2048. However, after the 

convolutional block there is an average pooling layer. The average pooling reduces the output 

size and flattens it. The output of the average pooling layer is a 2048 long vector. ResNet50’s 

last block is convolutional, and the output of it is 7x7x2048. After the convolutional block, 

there is an average pooling layer which reduces the output to a 2048 long vector. The outputs 

are presented in table 3. The largest output is produced by the VGG16 model. The training and 

test images are fed through the convolutional part of the models and the outputs are the features 

extracted. 

 

Table 3. Feature extractor output vector lengths 

 VGG16 GoogLeNet ResNet50 

Feature extractor 

output vector 

length 

25 088 2048 2048 

 

5.4 Fully connected neural network and training 

 

The fully connected neural network is trained using the features extracted from the 

convolutional layers of the pretrained model. This means that the fully connected neural 

network is used as a classifier. The output of the feature extractor is the input for the fully 

connected neural network. As described in section 5.3, the output of the feature extractor is 
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different depending on the used pretrained model hence the input for the fully connected neural 

network is different depending on the used pretrained model. The inputs are described 

thoroughly in section 5.3 and the input shapes for classifier are presented in table 3. Otherwise, 

the fully connected neural network is the same among the different feature extractors. There are 

three layers in the fully connected neural network. The first layer is a dense layer, which takes 

the features as an input. It contains 256 nodes and uses the ReLU activation. ReLU is a common 

choice for the activation and widely used in the literature. In the developing phase of the model, 

it was noted that 256 nodes performed well, and computation was faster compared to layers 

using more nodes. 

 

The next layer is a dropout layer. This is used to avoid overfitting and to add regularization. A 

dropout ratio of 0.5 is used, which is a common choice and used in the literature (Aghdam & 

Heravi, 2017, p. 121). The final layer is the output layer, which makes the actual prediction. 

The activation function softmax is used in this layer. The output is a probability distribution – 

the output contains seven probabilities between 0 and 1 and the sum of them is 1. The class 

which has the highest probability is the one that the model predicts. The fully connected neural 

network used is relatively simple – the development phase showed that there is no need for 

more complicated model. 

 

Because the input size of the fully connected neural network differs between the feature 

extractor used, the number of parameters is different even though the network structure is the 

same. The number of parameters in the classifier on the different feature extractors are 

presented in table 4. VGG16 produces the largest output, hence the number of parameters in 

the classifier is the largest. The output size is the same in GoogLeNet and ResNet50, thus the 

number of parameters in the classifier is the same.  

 

Table 4. Number of parameters in classifier 

Classifier VGG16 GoogLeNet ResNet50 

Number of 

parameters 
6 424 583 526 343 526 343 
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The training phase is conducted the same way for each model. First, randomly chosen 10% of 

the dataset (2598 samples) is taken off from the training process and used at the end as a test 

set. The test set is chosen randomly, therefore the class proportions in the test set are not exactly 

equal to the proportions in the training set. The rest 90% of the data (23381 samples) is used 

for the training. The images are fed to the pretrained models and the features are extracted. Only 

the fully connected neural network is trained. The stratified 10-fold cross-validation is used – 

training set is divided into 10 equal folds. Each fold contains 2338 samples and one fold 2339 

samples to use all the samples from the training set. In each fold, the structure of the dataset is 

the same, the same proportion of the certain class is present in each fold. Each fold is once used 

as a testing set and nine times in the training set. There are 10 rounds of training in total. 

 

The loss function categorical cross-entropy and the optimizer Adam with learning rate of 0.0001 

are used in the training phase. Categorical cross-entropy is widely used in multilabel 

classification problems and thus used in this thesis. Optimizer Adam has many advantages as 

described in section 3.5, and hence used in this project. The batch size is set to 25 and the 

number of epochs to 100. These training parameters are the same for each model and shown in 

table 5. After the training, the results are gathered and averaged over the 10 folds. 

 

Table 5. Dataset sizes and training parameters 

Test set size  2598 

Training set size 23381 

Number of folds 10 

Learning rate 0.0001 

Batch size 25 

Epochs 100 

 

5.5 Results of the models 

 

The accuracies and categorical cross-entropy losses, with their sample standard deviation, for 

the different models are presented in table 6. The highest accuracy is obtained by VGG16: 

95.11%. The second highest accuracy is obtained by ResNet50: 93.24%. GoogLeNet reached 
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the accuracy of 91.87%. Overall the accuracies are relative good for each model, but as seen, 

there is a prominent difference between the accuracies of the different models. VGG16 is 

clearly performing the best. The lowest categorical cross-entropy loss value is obtained by 

ResNet50 and the highest by VGG16. It is notable that the sample standard deviation of 

VGG16’s loss is relatively high. The higher loss value and the high sample standard deviation 

indicate that VGG16 might be suffering from some overfitting. The loss value varies between 

the folds much, compared to GoogLeNet and ResNet50. However, the model is performing 

well in terms of accuracy. 

 

Table 6. Accuracies, categorical cross-entropy losses and their sample standard deviation, the 

highest accuracy is in bold 

 VGG16 GoogLeNet ResNet50 

Accuracy 
95.11% 

(+-0.6265%) 
91.87% 

(+-0.5622%) 
93.24% 

(+-0.4261%) 

Categorical cross-

entropy loss 
1.121 

(+-0.2988) 
0.3621 

(+-0.0337) 
0.3773 

(+-0.0341) 

 

The F1 scores and the sample standard deviations of each class and each model are presented in 

table 7. The highest F1 score of the class is in bold. Overall, it is seen that there are relatively 

large differences on the performance between the different classes. The class “Other” is 

performing the worst. “Shipment from abroad” class is also performing relatively poorly. In 

these classes, the sample standard deviation is relatively large. On the other hand, “Corporate 

letter” class is performing clearly the best: the obtained F1 score is 97.78%. “Consumer letter” 

class is performing well: it is the second-best performing class overall. The F1 scores of 

“Commercial shipment” and “Magazine” classes are also high. The classes 1, 2, 4 and 5 are the 

largest ones and hence the most important ones. In all of these the best obtained F1 score is over 

91%. 

 

VGG16 produces the best F1 scores in six out of seven classes. GoogLeNet outperforms VGG16 

in the class “Image not found”, where the difference is only 0.04 percentage points. This is the 

only class where ResNet50 performed the worst; in all the other classes ResNet50 is performing 

the second best. From this perspective, the order of the performance is clear: VGG16, ResNet50 
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and GoogLeNet. F1 score higher than 90% is achieved by one class in GoogLeNet, two classes 

in ResNet50 and four classes in VGG16. Especially large difference in the F1 scores between 

the models is in the classes 3 and 6; VGG16 is performing much better than the other two 

models. 

 

Table 7. F1 scores and sample standard deviations of each class, the highest F1 score for each 

class is in bold 

 
VGG16 

F1 score 

GoogLeNet 

F1 score 

ResNet50 

F1 score 

Image not found (0) 
89.47% 

(+-4.457%) 
89.51% 

(+-3.483%) 
87.58% 

(+-4.640%) 

Consumer letter (1) 
92.89% 

(+-1.234%) 
87.74% 

(+-1.414%) 
90.10% 

(+-1.913%) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 
92.75% 

(+-1.739%) 
86.74% 

(+-1.785%) 
89.54% 

(+-1.081%) 

Shipment from 

abroad (3) 
83.85% 

(+-3.750%) 
72.17% 

(+-4.434%) 
77.09% 

(+-4.103%) 

Corporate letter (4) 
97.78% 

(+-0.3716%) 
95.96% 

(+-0.3776%) 
96.70% 

(+-0.2292%) 

Magazine (5) 
91.27% 

(+-1.721%) 
88.43% 

(+-1.875%) 
89.82% 

(+-1.534%) 

Other (6) 
79.48% 

(+-5.286%) 
68.49% 

(+-5.723%) 
73.21% 

(+-6.879%) 

 

Precision, recall and their sample standard deviations of each class of VGG16 are presented in 

table 8. All the precision values are relatively good, however in the classes 3 and 6, the sample 

standard deviation is large. In all the other classes, except the class 6, the precision value is over 

90%. In recall, 90% value is surpassed by the classes 1, 2, 4 and 5. The best performing class 

in terms of precision is the class “Image not found”: 97.36%. In terms of recall, there are well 

performing classes and weakly performing classes. The highest recall value is obtained by the 

class “Corporate letter”: 98.69%. The worst performing class is “Other”: the recall value is 

73.51% and the sample standard deviation is 7.310%. This means that the classifier is not able 
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to find well the samples belonging to the class “Other”. Many of them are misclassified. The 

same situation is in the class “Shipment from abroad”, the recall value is 77.52%. “Consumer 

letter” class is overall performing well: the precision value is 93.45% and the recall value is 

92.38%. There is only a small difference between precision and recall in this class. 

 

Table 8. Precision, recall and their sample standard deviations for VGG16 

VGG16 Precision Recall 

Image not found (0) 
97.36% 

(+-3.445%) 
83.06% 

(+-6.969%) 

Consumer letter (1) 
93.45% 

(+-1.972%) 
92.38% 

(+-1.361%) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 
92.94% 

(+-1.866%) 
92.59% 

(+-2.086%) 

Shipment from 

abroad (3) 
91.66% 

(+-4.002%) 
77.52% 

(+-5.812%) 

Corporate letter (4) 
96.89% 

(+-0.5723%) 
98.69% 

(+-0.3279%) 

Magazine (5) 
90.09% 

(+-1.827%) 
92.52% 

(+-2.484%) 

Other (6) 
86.95% 

(+-5.098%) 
73.51% 

(+-7.310%) 

 

Precision, recall and their sample standard deviations of each class of GoogLeNet are presented 

in table 9. In two classes 0 and 4, the precision value is over 90%. In recall, the classes 4 and 5 

reach 90%. The precision values are less than in VGG16 in all classes except the class 0. In that 

class, the precision value in GoogLeNet is higher than in VGG16. The difference is small; 0.04 

percent points. The same situation is in recall; only the class 0 has higher recall than VGG16’s 

recall. The difference is 0.03 percent points. GoogLeNet is not performing as well as VGG16 

and especially large difference is in terms of recall in the classes 3 and 6. In these classes, the 

difference between the precision values is also large compared to VGG16. 
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Table 9. Precision, recall and their sample standard deviations for GoogLeNet 

GoogLeNet Precision Recall 

Image not found (0) 
97.40% 

(+-3.799%) 
83.09% 

(+-6.022%) 

Consumer letter (1) 
87.97% 

(+-3.000%) 
87.62% 

(+-2.434%) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 
88.03% 

(+-3.011%) 
85.62% 

(+-3.264%) 

Shipment from 

abroad (3) 
85.03% 

(+-5.892%) 
63.27% 

(+-7.008%) 

Corporate letter (4) 
94.46% 

(+-0.8449%) 
97.52% 

(+-0.5742%) 

Magazine (5) 
86.74% 

(+-3.205%) 
90.36% 

(+-3.545%) 

Other (6) 
80.94% 

(+-3.453%) 
59.93% 

(+-8.844%) 

 

Precision, recall and their sample standard deviations of each class of ResNet50 are presented 

in table 10. Four classes out of seven reach 90% in precision: the classes 0, 1, 2 and 4. The 

classes 4 and 5 surpass 90% recall value. VGG16 outperforms ResNet50 in every class in terms 

of precision and recall. Compared to GoogLeNet, ResNet50 performs better in five classes in 

terms of both, precision and recall. In the class 3, GoogLeNet has a higher precision value by 

0.75 percent points. It is notable, that the sample standard deviation of precision in the class 3 

is high in the both models. GoogLeNet outperforms ResNet50 in the class 0 where both 

precision and recall are higher; 2.29 and 1.43 percent points, respectively. In the both models 

the recall’s sample standard deviation is high.  
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Table 10. Precision, recall and their sample standard deviations for ResNet50 

ResNet50 Precision Recall 

Image not found (0) 
95.11% 

(+-3.213%) 
81.66% 

(+-8.461%) 

Consumer letter (1) 
91.16% 

(+-1.892%) 
89.11% 

(+-2.856%) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 
90.57% 

(+-1.658%) 
88.58% 

(+-2.186%) 

Shipment from 

abroad (3) 
84.28% 

(+-4.302%) 
71.19% 

(+-5.331%) 

Corporate letter (4) 
95.45% 

(+-0.4993%) 
97.98% 

(+-0.5020%) 

Magazine (5) 
88.44% 

(+-3.589%) 
91.44% 

(+-3.084%) 

Other (6) 
85.50% 

(+-7.973%) 
64.76% 

(+-9.042%) 

 

5.6 Confusion matrices of the models 

 

The confusion matrix of VGG16 is shown in table 11. Row values represent the true values and 

column values the predictions. The results are averaged, and the sample standard deviation is 

presented with the average in the table. The average number of samples is 2338.1 because one 

fold contains 2339 samples. 
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Table 11. Confusion matrix, VGG16 
 Predictions 

Tr
ue

 la
be

ls 

VGG16 

n=2338.1 

Image not 

found (0) 

Consumer 

letter (1) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 

Shipment 

from 
abroad (3) 

Corporate 

letter (4) 

Magazine 

(5) 

Other 

(6) 

Image not 

found (0) 

24.50 

(+-2.07) 

0.30 

(+-0.483) 

1.40 

(+-1.17) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

2.40 

(+-1.84) 

0.30 

(+-0.483) 

0.60 

(+-0.843) 

Consumer 

letter (1) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

141.70 

(+-1.89) 

1.50 

(+-1.51) 

2.80 

(+-1.81) 

7.20 

(+-1.93) 

0.10 

(+-0.316) 

0.10 

(+-0.316) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 

0.10 

(+-0.316) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

328.50 

(+-7.32) 

0.70 

(+-0.675) 

14.30 

(+-6.06) 

11.00 

(+-2.75) 

0.20 

(+-0.422) 

Shipment 

from abroad 

(3) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

7.00 

(+-2.21) 

3.90 

(+-2.47) 

78.30 

(+-5.87) 

9.20 

(+-3.65) 

1.70 

(+-1.42) 

0.90 

(+-0.738) 

Corporate 

letter (4) 

0.20 

(+-0.632) 

1.80 

(+-0.919) 

8.40 

(+-2.37) 

3.00 

(+-2.16) 

1442.30 

(+-4.62) 

2.10 

(+-1.79) 

3.60 

(+-2.01) 

Magazine 
(5) 

0.10 

(+-0.316) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

9.30 

(+-3.30) 

0.30 

(+-0.675) 

2.00 

(+-1.25) 

163.20 

(+-4.34) 

1.50 

(+-1.51) 

Other (6) 
0.30 

(+-0.483) 

0.90 

(+-0.994) 

0.50 

(+-0.707) 

0.50 

(+-0.707) 

11.30 

(+-4.11) 

2.80 

(+-1.81) 

45.30 

(+-4.72) 

 

A class 0, “Image not found”, contains 24.50 correctly labelled samples on average. The 

standard deviation is relatively high. Precision of the class 0 is high and this is seen in the 

confusion matrix; there are not many samples that are mislabelled as class 0, but actually belong 

to some other class. Recall of the class 0 is not as high as precision on average. 2.40 and 1.40 

samples actually belong to the class 0 on average but are mislabelled as class 2 and class 4, 

respectively. It is notable, that the class 0 is the smallest class, hence, even small mislabellings 

have a large impact on the metrics. 

 

A class 1, “Consumer letter”, contains 141.70 correctly labelled samples on average. The 

standard deviation is low, 1.89 samples. This means that the amount of correctly labelled 

samples as class 1 is stable. The both precision and recall values are relatively high for the class 

1. Recall is slightly lower than precision and this is clearly seen from the confusion matrix: 

there are more samples that actually belong to the class 1 and are mislabelled than there are 
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samples that are mislabelled as class 1 on average. 7.00 and 1.80 samples are labelled as class 

1 on average but actually belong to the classes 3 and 4, respectively. On the other hand, 7.20 

and 2.80 samples are labelled as classes 4 and 3 on average, but actually belong to the class 1. 

There is an imbalance between these classes and the class 1. More samples that actually belong 

to the class 3 are labelled as class 1 as other way around. The same kind of situation is in the 

class 4; some of the samples that actually belong to the class 1 are labelled as class 4, but other 

way around the number of misclassified samples is much lower. 

 

A class 2, “Commercial shipment”, contains 328.50 correctly labelled samples on average. The 

precision and recall values are both relatively high and there is not much difference between 

these two values. 9.30, 8.40 and 3.90 samples are misclassified as class 2 on average, but 

actually belong to the classes 5, 4 and 3, respectively. There are some samples that are 

misclassified as class 2 in each class. 14.30, 11.00 and 0.70 samples belong to the class 2 on 

average, but are misclassified as classes 4, 5 and 3, respectively. Between the misclassifications 

described, there is a difference; not the same number of samples are misclassified between the 

class 2 and the classes 5, 4 and 3. The difference is not large, but notable. 

 

A class 3, “Shipment from abroad”, contains 78.30 correctly labelled samples on average. The 

sample standard deviation is comparably high: 5.87. Precision of the class 3 is relatively high 

and there are no major misclassifications precision wise; 3.00 and 2.80 samples are 

misclassified as class 3 on average but belong to the classes 4 and 1, respectively. However, the 

recall value is not very good in the class 3. There are some mislabellings with each class, except 

the class 0. The largest ones on average are 9.20, 7.00 and 3.90 to the classes 4, 1 and 2, 

respectively. These numbers are quite large compared to the class size. Because these samples 

actually belong to the class 3, but are misclassified, it means that the actual number of the class 

3 labels is higher than the classifier suggests. The difference is slightly over 14 percent points 

which is noteworthy. This has an effect to the other classes as well: the classifier suggests some 

classes to be higher than they actually are, due to the same reason. 

 

A class 4, “Corporate letter”, contains 1442.30 correctly labelled samples on average. The 

sample standard deviation is low, compared to the sample size. Precision and recall are both 

high and this class is performing overall the best. 14.30, 11.30, 9.20 and 7.20 samples are 
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misclassified as class 4 on average, but actually belong to the classes 2, 6, 3 and 1, respectively. 

On average, 8.40, 3.60, 3.00 and 1.80 samples are misclassified as classes 2, 6, 3 and 1. As 

seen, more samples are predicted to belong to the class 4 than actually do. The difference is 

approximately 1.8 percent points. Due to the fact that the class 4 is the largest class, this should 

be taken into account.  

 

A class 5, “Magazine”, contains 163.20 correctly labelled samples on average. Overall the 

performance is relatively good. There are some samples in each class that are misclassified as 

class 5. On average, 11.00 samples that belong to the class 2 are mislabelled as class 5. On the 

other hand, 9.30 samples on average that belong to the class 5, are misclassified to the class 2. 

Clearly, there are some mixing between these two classes. 

 

A class 6, “Other”, contains 45.30 correctly labelled samples on average. The class is small, 

and the sample standard deviation is large: 4.72. There are some samples in each class that are 

misclassified as class 6 and there are some samples in each class that actually belong to the 

class 6 but are mislabelled. In recall, the class 6 is not performing well. On average, 11.30 and 

2.80 samples actually belong to the class 6, but are misclassified as classes 4 and 5, respectively. 

This means that the classifier is predicting less samples to the class 6 than there actually are. 

This affects the other classes as well, for instance, the classifier predicts more samples to the 

class 4 than there actually are. 

 

The confusion matrix of GoogLeNet is presented in table 12. Overall VGG16 is performing 

better than GoogLeNet hence there are more misclassifications in GoogLeNet’s confusion 

matrix. The distribution of the misclassified samples is the same kind as it is in VGG16. There 

are more misclassifications, especially in the class 4, compared to VGG16. For instance, the 

number of samples that are mislabelled as class 4 but actually belong to the class 3 is 21.40 on 

average in GoogLeNet. In VGG16, the same number is 9.20. The other large difference is 

between the classes 2 and 5; there are more misclassifications between these classes in 

GoogLeNet, compared to VGG16. For instance, 16.60 samples are misclassified to the class 5 

on average, but actually belong to the class 2 in GoogLeNet. In VGG16 the same number is 

11.00. The sample standard deviations in GoogLeNet’s confusion matrix are mostly larger than 

in VGG16. 
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Table 12. Confusion matrix, GoogLeNet 
Tr

ue
 la

be
ls 

Predictions 

GoogLeNet 
n=2338.1 

Image not 
found (0) 

Consumer 
letter (1) 

Commercial 
shipment (2) 

Shipment 

from 

abroad (3) 

Corporate 
letter (4) 

Magazine 
(5) 

Other (6) 

Image not 

found (0) 

24.50 

(+-1.65) 

0.30 

(+-0.483) 

1.50 

(+-1.35) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

2.00 

(+-1.41) 

0.90 

(+-0.994) 

0.30 

(+-0.675) 

Consumer 

letter (1) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

134.40 

(+-3.66) 

3.30 

(+-2.58) 

3.10 

(+-1.73) 

12.00 

(+-4.83) 

0.40 

(+-0.699) 

0.20 

(+-0.422) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 

0.20 

(+-0.422) 

1.80 

(+-1.48) 

303.80 

(+-11.73) 

2.20 

(+-2.04) 

29.00 

(+-6.60) 

16.60 

(+-5.99) 

1.20 

(+-0.920) 

Shipment 

from abroad 

(3) 

0.10 

(+-0.316) 

8.80 

(+-3.05) 

4.60 

(+-1.78) 

63.90 

(+-7.08) 

21.40 

(+-6.19) 

1.50 

(+-1.58) 

0.70 

(+-0.949) 

Corporate 

letter (4) 

0.20 

(+-0.422) 

6.30 

(+-3.86) 

16.80 

(+-8.83) 

5.50 

(+-2.80) 

1425.10 

(+-8.31) 

2.20 

(+-1.75) 

5.30 

(+-1.70) 

Magazine 

(5) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

13.40 

(+-6.00) 

0.60 

(+-0.843) 

1.90 

(+-1.29) 

159.40 

(+-6.20) 

1.10 

(+-1.20) 

Other (6) 
0.20 

(+-0.422) 

1.40 

(+-0.843) 

2.20 

(+-1.55) 

0.40 

(+-0.966) 

17.40 

(+-5.46) 

3.10 

(+-2.18) 

36.90 

(+-5.36) 

 

The confusion matrix of ResNet50 is presented in table 13. ResNet50 performed the second 

best from the three models. There are more misclassifications in ResNet50 than in VGG16, but 

less than in GoogLeNet. Especially in the class 4, the difference between misclassifications is 

noteworthy compared to VGG16. For instance, 22.80 samples are misclassified as class 4 on 

average but actually belong to the class 2 in ResNet50. The same number in VGG16 is 14.30. 

The other example would be that 10.50 samples on average belonging to the class 1 are 

misclassified as belonging to the class 4 in ResNet50. The same number in VGG16 is 7.20. 

When comparing ResNet50 and GoogLeNet, the difference is not as large, but still notable. 
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Table 13. Confusion matrix, ResNet50 
Tr

ue
 la

be
l 

Predictions 

ResNet50 

n=2338.1 

Image not 

found (0) 

Consumer 

letter (1) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 

Shipment 
from 

abroad (3) 

Corporate 

letter (4) 

Magazine 

(5) 
Other (6) 

Image not 

found (0) 

24.10 

(+-2.64) 

0.50 

(+-0.707) 

1.30 

(+-1.16) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

2.40 

(+-0.966) 

0.70 

(+-0.949) 

0.50 

(+-0.707) 

Consumer 

letter (1) 

0.10 

(+-0.316) 

136.70 

(+-4.40) 

1.60 

(+-1.35) 

3.90 

(+-1.66) 

10.50 

(+-3.41) 

0.30 

(+-0.483) 

0.30 

(+-0.483) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 

0.20 

(+-0.422) 

1.00 

(+-1.25) 

314.30 

(+-7.80) 

2.30 

(+-1.42) 

22.80 

(+-4.76) 

13.40 

(+-5.95) 

0.80 

(+-0.789) 

Shipment 
from abroad 

(3) 

0.00 

(+-0.00) 

7.30 

(+-2.75) 

4.00 

(+-2.05) 

71.90 

(+-5.38) 

15.50 

(+-3.84) 

1.80 

(+-1.03) 

0.50 

(+-1.27) 

Corporate 

letter (4) 

0.30 

(+-0.483) 

3.80 

(+-2.78) 

14.00 

(+-3.83) 

5.10 

(+-2.88) 

1431.90 

(+-7.34) 

2.30 

(+-1.16) 

4.00 

(+-3.09) 

Magazine 

(5) 

0.10 

(+-0.316) 

0.20 

(+-0.422) 

11.10 

(+-3.78) 

1.20 

(+-1.14) 

1.40 

(+-1.35) 

161.30 

(+-5.66) 

1.10 

(+-1.10) 

Other (6) 
0.60 

(+-0.516) 

0.50 

(+-0.707) 

0.90 

(+-0.876) 

1.00 

(+-0.816) 

15.70 

(+-5.25) 

3.00 

(+-2.31) 

39.90 

(+-5.67) 

 

5.7 Test set results 

 

As described in sections 5.5-5.6, VGG16 performed the best. From the cross validation results, 

the best performing iteration is chosen to this part and tested with 2598 samples which were 

selected as a test set. This testing set is completely separate from the training set. The 

distribution of the sample occurrences is not the same as it is in the training set, the test set has 

been chosen randomly. The accuracy and categorical cross-entropy loss of VGG16 with the test 

set are presented in table 14. The test set accuracy is 95.69% and the categorical cross-entropy 

loss value 0.9176. These results indicate that VGG16 is indeed performing well and has 

generalized enough even though, there is some signs of overfitting. 
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Table 14. Accuracy and categorical cross-entropy loss, test set 

 VGG16 

Accuracy 95.69% 

Categorical cross-

entropy loss 
0.9176 

 

Test set’s F1 score, precision and recall are presented in table 15. Five out of seven classes 

obtained the F1 score higher than 90%. “Consumer letter” class’ F1 score, precision and recall 

are lower than in the cross validation, and the differences are 0.96, 1.2 and 0.77 percent points, 

respectively. Overall the results, as described earlier, are good and there are no major issues 

which would affect on the use of this model. The recall values in the classes 3 and 6 are low, 

otherwise the results state that the classifier is performing well. 

 

Table 15. F1 score, precision and recall of each class, test set 

VGG16 F1 score Precision Recall 

Image not found (0) 90.14% 96.97% 84.21% 

Consumer letter (1) 91.93% 92.25% 91.61% 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 
94.01% 93.42% 94.62% 

Shipment from 

abroad (3) 
83.81% 92.63% 76.52% 

Corporate letter (4) 98.02% 96.98% 99.09% 

Magazine (5) 93.99% 94.24% 93.75% 

Other (6) 80.65% 90.91% 72.46% 

 

Test set’s confusion matrix is shown in table 16. The test set results tell the same story as the 

results in section 5.5. Considering “Consumer letter” class, the misclassifications are the same 

as they are in the cross validated results. This is actually the case in every class. In “Consumer 

letter” class, 131 samples are correctly classified out of 143. 5 and 4 samples are actually 

consumer letters but are misclassified as “Shipment from abroad” and “Corporate letter”, 

respectively. 9 samples are misclassified to be consumer letters, but actually belong to the class 
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“Shipment from abroad.” In “Corporate letter” class, there are many samples that are classified 

as that class, but actually belong to some other class. This should be taken into account, because 

the classifier labels more samples to “Corporate letter” class than there actually are. The 

opposite happens in the classes “Shipment from abroad” and “Other”. The classifier labels less 

samples to these classes than there actually are.  

 

Table 16. Confusion matrix, test set 
 Predictions 

Tr
ue

 la
be

ls 

VGG16 

n=2598 

Image not 

found (0) 

Consumer 

letter (1) 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 

Shipment 

from 
abroad (3) 

Corporate 

letter (4) 

Magazine 

(5) 

Other 

(6) 

Image not 

found (0) 
32 0 3 0 3 0 0 

Consumer 

letter (1) 
0 131 2 4 5 0 1 

Commercial 

shipment (2) 
0 0 369 0 13 8 0 

Shipment 

from abroad 
(3) 

0 9 4 88 14 0 0 

Corporate 

letter (4) 
0 1 7 2 1636 1 4 

Magazine 

(5) 
0 0 10 1 1 180 0 

Other (6) 1 1 0 0 15 2 50 
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6 DISCUSSION 

 

As mentioned in the chapter 5, there is a clear difference in performance between the compared 

models: VGG16 performed the best. There are some signs which indicate that VGG16 might 

suffer from some overfitting compared to the other two models. There is more variability on 

the performance in cross validated results compared to the other models, which can be noted 

from the higher sample standard deviation values of loss and accuracy. The trained classifier 

with the VGG16 model holds a lot more parameters than the two other models. This is due to 

the fact that the output vector from VGG16 is larger than in the two other models. The features 

extracted from VGG16 are more particular hence there is a larger possibility to run into the 

overfitting problem. The number of parameters is larger, therefore there is a greater chance to 

tune also the less useful parameter’s values. However, the cross validated and test set metrics 

indicate good performance hence the issue is not major nor critical. The training of the models 

is relatively fast; the classifier on top of VGG16 took the longest to train since it has more 

parameters than the two other classifiers. The fast training time is an advantage considering the 

development of the model and the future work. The number of samples used in this study is 

relatively large and that might be one of the reasons why the classifier is performing well. In 

the future, it would be interesting to investigate the performance of the classifier with less data. 

 

The performance of the different classes is quite different. Overall the most important classes, 

such as “Consumer letter”, performed well, but there are some issues that should be taken into 

consideration. Firstly, the recall value of the classes “Shipment from abroad” and “Other” is 

low. The precision value in class “Other” is reasonable, and in class “Shipment from abroad” 

good, which means that when the sample is labelled to this class, the classifier is performing 

relatively well. The low recall value tells that the classifier is not able to find the classes from 

the samples very well. This means that many of the samples actually belonging to these classes 

are falsely labelled to some other classes. This reduces the number of the samples predicted in 

these classes and on the other hand, increases the number of the samples in some other classes. 

From the results, it is seen that the number of the samples predicted to “Corporate letter” class 

is larger than it actually should be. If these results would be used in the sample study process, 

this would have some impact on the volumes of the products. The “Consumer letter” class is 

the most important class and luckily in that class this problem is rather small, since there is no 
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large difference between the precision and recall values. The effect of the described issue 

depends on the cases in which these results are used for. This is something that should be noted 

when utilizing these results. 

 

Reasons for the low recall value might be numerous, but there are a few things that could have 

an effect to this. Firstly, the class “Other” contains few smaller classes combined together. This 

means that the samples belonging to this class are different among each other. The results 

indicate that class “Other” is clearly suffering from this and it has a large impact on the results. 

The second thing that might have some impact is that the sample size of this class is the second 

smallest, overall 685 samples. However, the smallest class “Image not found” which contains 

333 samples, is performing better even though the number of samples is less than half. The 

class “Shipment from abroad” contains also different types of shipments. The common factor 

is that they are all coming from abroad. The shipments vary a lot and it seems that the classifier 

is having some trouble finding the similarities between shipments belonging to this class. It 

seems that the class “Shipment from abroad” is mixing up with classes “Consumer letter” and 

“Corporate letter” which might indicate that many shipments coming from abroad are letter 

type shipments. The mixing up is happening in both directions, but as discussed, there are more 

samples that actually belong to the class “Shipment from abroad” and are classified to some 

other class than the other way around. 

 

There are some mixing up among the classes “Commercial shipment” and “Magazine.” This is 

happening in both ways, which would indicate that there are some shipments that have the same 

characteristics in both of these classes. This actually makes sense; in some magazines, there is 

commercial content in the back cover. It should be also noted that the class “Commercial 

shipment” contains different kinds of shipments, it is not a very homogenic class. On the other 

hand, the class “Corporate letter” is quite homogeneous and the results indicate the same. The 

shipments belonging to this class are recognised very well. It is also the largest class which 

helps the classifier to generalize. When testing the classifier with the separate testing set, the 

results indicate the same as discussed in this section and earlier: the classifier is performing 

well. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this study, the automatic classifier for shipment type classification from images is developed. 

The literature is reviewed to search what kind of solutions there are to classify images using 

state of art methods to obtain the best possible accuracy. There are lots of examples in the 

literature on the use of convolutional neural networks on image classification. Some models are 

fully trained but many of them are using pretrained convolutional neural networks. The 

technique of transfer learning is widely used. The methods used in this thesis rely on pretrained 

convolutional neural networks trained on the ImageNet dataset. The transfer learning strategy 

suitable for shipment type classification is developed. Three different models are selected for 

this research: VGG16, GoogLeNet and ResNet50. These models are used as feature extractors 

and the extracted features are used as an input for the classifier. The classifier developed is a 

simple neural network. The answer to the first research question, presented in section 1.4, is 

provided here. 

 

The used dataset is from the machine sorting process and it contains images taken by the sorting 

machine. There are seven different types of shipments to classify. The images are grayscale 

images and in order to fit them to the pretrained models some preprocessing is done: the images 

are resized, the pixel values are scaled and stacked to three dimensional. A 10-fold cross 

validation is performed for the training data and the results are averaged over the 10 rounds of 

cross validation. Based on the results, the classifier is working well; the best obtained accuracy 

is 95.11% with VGG16 as the feature extractor. ResNet50 obtained accuracy of 93.24% and 

GoogLeNet 91.87%. VGG16 performed overall the best and produced the best results in every 

class except one. “Consumer letter” class is the most important class from the business 

perspective, and it is performing overall the second best from all the classes: F1 score obtained 

is 92.89%. VGG16 is also tested with the separated dataset and the obtained accuracy is 

95.69%. F1 score of “Consumer letter” class is 91.93% with the test set. The answer to the 

second research question, presented in section 1.4, is provided here. 

 

The next step is to test the solution in the production use and if the results are promising, then 

scale up to the full use. There are some limitations on the full use, relating to the infrastructural 
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limitations. Still, it is definitely worth to study, how this solution could be implemented to 

classify all the shipments gone through the machine sorting process.  

 

The solution presented in this thesis, classifies the shipments based on their type to seven 

classes. Overall, there are 13 different classes and as described in the section 5.2, some of them 

are really rare. There wasn’t enough training data available to train the classifier to predict these 

classes. It is also uncertain if it is even relevant to predict such small classes, the amount of use 

cases is less than for the larger classes presented in this study. Nevertheless, gathering training 

data for these small classes and tuning the classifier to test whether those classes could be 

predicted, is something that would be interesting to consider in the future. 

 

One interesting thing on top of the shipment type classification, is the information about how 

shipments have been paid. Inside the certain type, there are different ways to pay the shipment. 

Some of them are rare, which naturally makes the task more problematic. However, the 

information about the type of the payment is already available with the shipment type. This 

means that the research on this topic is relatively easy to start. The number of classes is larger, 

and the differences between the payment methods are smaller than in this study, which leads to 

a hypothesis that the problem is more complex than the classification of the shipment types. 

However, there are already known use cases for this information hence it is definitely something 

worth looking into. 
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Figure 18. GoogleNet architecture (Szegedy et al., 2014, p. 7)



Appendix 2 

   

 

 
Figure 20. The architecture of ResNet containing 34 layers (He et al., 2016, p. 4) 


